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Editorial: in the age of post-production
The last issue of merge turned out not to be the last one after all. 
It is, simply put, 
the most recent one, 
although it took a while for it to become that. 
Indeed, here we are in all our splendour, vigorous as always, 
keen on bringing you essential readings on essential topics. 

While we have not chosen a single theme for this issue, one noticeable thread regards the question of change in the 
age of post-production – that is, all the stuff you do to a thing after its initial construction.  Post-production is a term 
typically found in cinema. It refers for example to films like “Lord of the Rings,” which to a large extent was made 
after the shooting – in other words, in the computers. Yet post-production is not limited to film-making, rather, it can 
be taken as a more general effect. We seem to live this effect more so every day – a perpetual re-edit – a Derridean 
slippage whereby origin dissipates into a shimmering mist, cause and effect are reversed, and everything just keeps 
moving on and on. The architects connected to this magazine complain that since it’s become so easy to change plans 
with CAD-CAM presentations, everyone seems to have an opinion: “Wouldn’t it be nice with some kids with balloons 
over here?” “Wouldn’t it look better in grey?” The writers complain that the editors take greater liberties with their 
texts: “Can’t we have a happy ending?” “Wouldn’t food metaphors be more to the point?” The thing is, everything is 
editable today . . . and re-editable. Nothing is ever finished. [But this is NOT why this issue took a year to complete…] 
You won’t find one article about post-production in this issue, but several that reflect upon its effects. Another aspect 
of PP? You might even find some attempts to reason its causes. Isn’t that just so merge?
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There is something about kits. They have a qual-
ity of making something complete, of enhancing 
the meeting between different objects and differ-
ent senses. Kits include as well as exclude, they 
are made to be felt and to be looked at, but also 
to hold something else. In art (but also elsewhere) 
kits are often like small arenas to be explored with 
various senses. There is also something about kits 
that I think constitutes a link between this sensu-
ous miscellany and what’s happening in new media 
art today. For example, at last years Ars Electroni-
ca exhibition in Linz, quite many of the art works 
invited the audience to touch, to move your body 
and engage in different “multi-sensory” ways with 
the works. Kit aesthetics may provide one possible 
historical background in terms of this situation, but 
also a way of looking at art that I think is crucial to 
our understanding of new media today.  

There is a long tradition of a hierarchical map-

ping of the senses (with sight often as the primary 
sense) that is linked to the traditional system of the 
arts. But there is also an historical, if not at least 
traditional undercurrent of different intertwinings 
and mixings of the senses. For example, in what 
some scholars have called haptic visuality, but also 
very concretely in the artistic practice of kit mak-
ing. When talking about aesthetic experience the 
separation of the senses is perhaps mainly a con-
ventional one, and I think it would be fair to say that 
experiencing art most of the time involves some 
kind of merging of the senses. What I propose here 
is a very brief historical and theoretical sketch of 
what you might call a tradition of kit making in art. 

The word kit first appeared in English during the 
14th century as a term for different collections of 
things needed in different situations, like a travel 
kit or a carpenter’s kit. In handicraft, as well as 
in war and art, the kit is usually for personal use. 

There is no strong tradition of using the term kit 
in art (the most famous example is perhaps the 
Fluxkit of the Fluxus movement), but I think that it 
might be a useful term with which to grasp a mul-
tifaceted, personal and bodily experience that is 
common to much art today. The history of the term 
also puts it in a tradition of art and science that is 
important both to new media of the 21st century 
and to some of the kits I will discuss here. 

Let’s start with a look at the kits of the Fluxus 
movement. Fluxus is perhaps best described as 
an international group of artists who have been 
challenging and disrupting ideas of what art can 
be since the early 1960s. I will not try to define the 
movement in any way, but I will use Hannah Hig-
gins phenomenologically inspired understanding 
of what she calls “Fluxus experience”.1 When Hig-
gins writes about Fluxus, she is focusing on what 
she sees as some neglected aspects of Fluxus 

reflections on a 
multi-sensory 
experience

kit aesthetics

There is more to kits than a new 
(poor) reason for making you buy 
the same old product in a new 
package. Karl Hansson mediates 
on the kit phenomenon, and 
connects it to the haptic, the 
touch experiences long neglected 
by the high-brow visual arts. 
He examines the position of the kit 
in art movements as Fluxus, 
and offers new perspectives as 
to why so many contemporary 
artists invite the audience to touch 
their art works. There might be a 
revolution of the touch, following 
the visual turn. 



“olfactory haptics”.2 Kit aesthetics may also be a key 
element in experiencing and interpreting art of any 
kind where there is a movement between senses. The 
most vivid recent example of this path in aesthetic 
and sensuous theory is Laura U. Marks’ book Touch 
where she writes on “video haptics” and different 
kinds of multi-sensory and experimental media art.

If you take up the thread of haptic visuality, of some-
thing you see that you feel like touching or that you 
feel affected by in a non-visual but bodily way, the 
work of Joseph Cornell (1903-72) is an interesting 
point of comparison. To understand the work of Cor-
nell you could keep in mind the quite established 
tension between the mapping of the senses (as dis-
cussed for example by art historian Alois Riegl) and 
the system of the arts. Important in this discussion 
for both Laura U. Marks and Angela Dalle Vacche 
(in her analysis of “the visual turn”)3 is Alois Riegl’s 
terms the haptic and the optic. With a rough sim-

plification, optic art is more distant and addresses 
primarily the viewer’s eye, and haptic art is closer 
and appeals more to the sense of touch, but it is 
nevertheless, for Riegl, a tactile way of seeing. Simi-
lar tactile aspects are what Higgins finds in Fluxus 
films and to my mind this kind of haptic opticality 
is very present in the kits and boxes of Joseph Cor-
nell. The boxes of Cornell are not kits in the sense 
that you literally can interact with them (I guess you 
could, but you are not supposed to), but they use kit 
strategies of collecting items in ways that make you 
want to touch, even though they most of the time 
are sealed behind glass. I like for example the Soap 
Bubble Set from 1936 where some quite strange ob-
jects (apt to produce bubbles?) are placed in front 
of a geographical map of the moon. Cornell often 
invites the viewer’s imaginative participation in his 
work through means such as a hatch that may be 
opened or a tempting crank of a hurdy-gurdy that 
may be turned, like in Fortune Telling Parrot (Parrot 

Music Box). The Cornell boxes are very much about 
evoking feelings of another time, another culture or 
another state of mind. Taking up one of the original 
employments of the word kit, you might actually call 
them imaginary travel kits.

The art of Joseph Cornell is also a good example of 
the interrelationship between art and science that is 
important to the kit. There is often a scientific prob-
lem or interest behind his box constructions that he 
is trying to visualize and conceptualize. From 1934 
to 1940, Cornell supported himself by working as 
a textile designer at the Traphagen studio in New 
York. It is probably a coincidence but textile art is 
one of the arenas where both Alois Riegl and later 
Laura U. Marks find a haptic visuality. During these 
years, Cornell also became familiar with Marcel 
Duchamp’s readymades and Kurt Schwitters’s box 
constructions, artists who where important to the 
Fluxus movement as well. 

art as experience. Higgins makes it very clear that 
Fluxus art is often multi-sensory and the so-called 
Fluxkit is the main strategy here. Higgins of course 
quotes the well-known “intermedia chart” of Fluxus 
pioneer Dick Higgins and argues that one aspect of 
Fluxus is precisely the use of a space between me-
dia, not primarily of a mix of media but of the dy-
namic tension that she finds between media.

To mention some examples we have Fluxus 1 (1964-
76) designed and edited by George Maciunas, a se-
ries of wooden boxes with mixed media in rectangu-
lar booklets, reminding me, amongst other things, 
of Le Corbusier’s Modulor. The Fluxkits (ca. 1964), 
also by Maciunas, looks like an extremely compli-
cated board game, where the number of pieces is 
sufficient to make you feel fascination as well as 
fatigue. The Flux Year Box (1968) includes a hand-
held projector for viewing supplied film material. 
The Orifice Flux Plugs (1974) by Larry Miller has a 

scientific laboratory appearance with small instru-
ments that you are not really sure how to use. But, 
as Higgins argues, “The scale of the individual plugs 
invites the user to hold and finger them /…/ Where 
would this fit? Could I really use this?”

Another, extremely tactile, example is the “Finger 
Box” by Japanese Fluxus artist Ay-O. The kit con-
tains a number of identical looking finger boxes, but 
you have to put the tip of your finger into the box to 
experience the very different insides. They require 
manual exploration. Interestingly, you can say that 
some of the Fluxkits, like the different Finger Boxes 
involve touching without seeing. Higgins’s main ar-
gument about Fluxkits is, I think, that the kits, to 
a large extent, provide us with primary experience 
(and not so much secondary interpretations and as-
sociations). The alternative to scopic unity (posited 
by perspectival art and photography) is what Hig-
gins calls an “experiential disunity”. For her both 

the Fluxus films and the Fluxus kits in their different 
forms affirm a broader physiological basis of vision. 
This is perhaps most obvious in the visual strategy 
of Fluxus that Higgins identifies as the use of “haptic 
images”. For Higgins these are images that suggest 
touch by emphasizing the “surface textures or out-
line of things.” Images are of course not haptic in the 
traditional sense of the term, but I think you can see 
it primarily as a metaphor for images that, in differ-
ent ways, appeal to the sense of touch. Here is also 
a familiar component of looking closely, of wanting 
to touch. Yet another sensuous aspect is smell and 
Takako Saito’s wooden box Smell Chess (1964-65) 
contains a peculiar chessboard with small bottles 
that you open carefully to smell, and then move ac-
cording to odor.

Smell and taste are perhaps underestimated as-
pects in art, but they are a part of kit aesthetics. 
There might also be what Laura U. Marks calls an 



space, that you could actually put several films on 
one little disc. But instead of one DVD with let’s say 
all three Lord of the Rings films, you get one film 
on four discs, with tons of extra material contained 
within the obligatory package or box, often designed 
both to be looked at and felt (with for example relief 
parts). This is clearly a multi-sensory experience, 
but the DVD boxes also offer a sense of unity and 
completeness, an important element in kit aesthet-
ics. On a recent “Collector’s Box Set” of  Kubrick’s 
2001: A Space Odyssey you not only get a copy of 
the DVD, but the soundtrack on CD, a booklet, and 
an ”exclusive limited edition seritype image from 
the movie with a 35mm film frame”. The last com-
ponent is of course very romantically tactile in a way 
that plays on the magic feeling of actually touching 
the film material. But the term haptic as I have used 
it here, evolves more importantly on a metaphorical 
level. The term is also used by Gilles Deleuze and Fe-
lix Guattari in their A Thousand Plateaus where they 
write about “smooth” close-range spaces that are 
not navigated through by abstractions of maps, but 
by haptic perception. There is certainly an element 
of this in kit aesthetics, where you want to and have 

to get close to an object to understand it and really 
experience it. “It seems to us that the Smooth is both 
the object of a close vision par excellence and the ele-
ment of a haptic space (which may be as much visual 
or auditory as tactile).” Deleuze and Guattari write .6

For Laura U. Marks the haptic is also a critical ap-
proach where the critic/scholar engages more per-
sonally and bodily with both theory and art works. 
In this sense I think that the kit, once again, offers 
a good model for this kind of sensuous experience. 
When Marks writes about ”video haptics” she sees 
works that ”seem to express a longing for a multi-
sensory experience that pushes beyond the audio-
visual properties of the medium”. It may seem as a 
banality, but I think kit aesthetics is what these tapes 
are longing for. I also think that you could see the kit 
as a metaphorical condensation of both multimedia 
art, and the long-time prevalent tendency of inter-
disciplinarity in the universities. I’ve touched briefly 
upon a number of different aspects of a possible kit 
aesthetics. In trying to translate some multi-senso-
ry experiences into text, I’ve also made the hazard-
ous leap to the more symbolic mode of language, yet 

hopefully transmitted at least a limited part of my 
own experiences of art and theory. 

1 Hannah Higgins, Fluxus Experience, Berkeley and Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia: University of California Press 2002.
2  Laura U. Marks, Touch – Sensuous Theory and Multisensory Media, 

Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press 2002.
3 Angela Dalle Vachhe (ed.), The Visual Turn, New Brunswick, New 

Jersey: Rutgers University Press 2003.
4 Rosalind Krauss, “A Voyage on the North Sea” – Art in the Age of the 

Post-Medium Condition, New York: Thames & Hudson 2000.
5 For those who know Swedish there is a book documentation of the 

project: The Aerial Kit, Åhus: Kalejdoskop 1990.
6 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Mille plateaux, Paris: Les Éditions 

de Minuit 1980. 

Karl Hansson

Another significant theoretical impact of the kit is 
what Rosalind Krauss (and others) has called a “post-
medium condition”. I will let one fairly recent book by 
Krauss stand as an example: “A Voyage on the North 
Sea” – Art in the Age of the Post-Medium Condition.4 
The basic components are very simple. In a differ-
entiated media landscape you have different arts 
like sculpture, painting and photography. But in the 
post-medium condition you no longer have the sepa-
ration of different media or arts, but a multi-sensory 
context where the experience is what matters. On the 
other hand this integration of the senses is paralleled 
by an expanding visual culture so that you actually 
might talk about a post-medium visuality.

When Rosalind Krauss tries to define the post-me-
dium condition she does it through an analysis of the 
work of artist Marcel Broodthaers from the 1960’s 
and 70’s. She puts focus on Broodthaers’ hybrid and 
inter-medial strategies as an announcement of “the 
termination of the individual arts as medium-spe-
cific”. One of her basic arguments is that this period 
(and the work of Broodthaers) is a decisive moment 
in the history of medium-specificity. Like with Fluxus 

we have an inter-media loss of specificity for the in-
dividual arts that is typical for Broodthaers, for ex-
ample in his fictitious Museum of Modern Art, Eagles 
Department.  Krauss also highlights the subversive 
strategies of Fluxus and Situationist art as essential 
to these tendencies. And twenty-five years later, as 
Krauss remarks, “the international spread of the 
mixed-media installation has become ubiquitous”. 
If we accept that we live a post-medium condition, 
there is still the fact of a visual dominance in late 20th 
century art (and mass culture). The visual may not be 
medium-specific, but it is still sense-specific. When 
there are no media, there are still senses, not at all 
separated, but nevertheless often perceived as such. 

If kits are often for personal use it is not unusual 
that they are made as collaborative and interdisci-
plinary projects. It is the case with several Fluxus 
kits and another fascinating example, The Aerial 
Kit, made during the 1980s in Sweden. This kit was 
mad during a period of six years by a group of art-
ists, designers and researchers (Peter Andersson, 
Lars Svensson, Måns Wrange, Pål Wrange and Ro-
land Zinders). A loose theme of the kit was, as the 

title suggests, different aspects of air, ether and the 
volatile. The kit is based on a thorough, but seem-
ingly haphazard research and a rich and varied 
documentation of forgotten odd projects, like the 
early transmissions M. Swingberg made during the 
1960s with an automatic answering machine, with 
for example information on M. Swingberg’s project 
to build his own airfield outside the city of Örebro. 
The Aerial Kit was made in 55 copies and the mixed 
media (tapes, books, images, etc.) was collected in 
55 old safe-deposit boxes, which constituted a very 
concrete counterweight to the aerial theme.5 I would 
like to see this kit, as well as the kits and boxes of 
Joseph Cornell and the Fluxkits as examples of a kit 
aesthetics that promotes a personal involvement of 
wanting to touch, to interact and to experiment with 
in a multisensory experience. They constitute kits as 
movement between senses.

The kit is also very present in many other arenas 
where the main focus is not art, but where a signifi-
cant economic impact is evident. Look for instance 
at the exploding DVD market. In the beginning, a 
particular promotional argument involved memory 



Is personality when television 
laughs at its own gags and the 
computers come customized?
In this text Patrik Mehrens points to 
some profound ideological aspects 
of the digital domain by tracking 
down its anomalies. Mehrens uses 
classical rhetoric tropes to analyse 
interactive media. Is interactivity 
really interactive, or is it turning 
reading into consuming? The line 
of thought leads all the way back to 
Plato, and his hostility towards the 
written word, and what this hostility 
actually might have meant. 

Media
as it has often been pointed out, the communica-
tive efficiency of mass media is closely linked to its 
extensive range, but also to the abilities of media 
to dissimulate this range by illusory reductions of 
the actual, or rather, physical distance between the 
source of the medium and the consumer. 

This rhetorical efficiency thus results from an active 
concealment of the very limit which conditions the 
communication of the medium. In order to persuade, 
or rather, in order to communicate or even allow un-
derstanding, mass media (e.g. television) must dis-
guise its monologic character through simulations 
of a dialogic relationship towards its viewers, i.e. it 
must supplement the spatial and temporal distance 
to the viewers through illusions of mutuality.
 
The techniques for obtaining these simulated “in-
teractions” are well-known. Television, for instance, 
often realizes these reductions of distance by 
elaborating familiar environments, visual reflections 
of our existing or preferred way of life, i.e. visions 
of intimacy. Just as important, though, is that the 
effects of these reflections are amplified by intense 
and significant projections of subjectivity within 
the medium. That is, mass media often stages and 
exposes subjective reactions we either have, or, in 
accordance with the logic of pleasure defined by 
media, should have in front of the medium. 
One way of interpreting this representation of sub-
jectivity is in terms of the passivity effects of televi-
sion, i.e. as a strategy which supplements, not only 
the possible emptiness of everyday life, but also our 
emotional and intellectual capacities. Strictly speak-
ing, we no longer need to laugh, we no longer need 
to grieve; these reactions, as well as our rational 
responses, are already being produced, projected 
and interpreted by media. Or, if we wish to diminish 
the significance of passivity (which is a rather blunt 
metaphor), we might say that, even if we do laugh, 
our laughter is always already shaped – or disrupted 
– by the two-dimensional expressions of joy, and 
this condition at least hints at an alienating void in 
our laughter. From the perspective of a primitive 
communication model, it might thus be said that in 
mass media the relationship between stimuli and 
response is no longer simply conceivable along a 
sender-receiver axis (and perhaps it never was), but 
rather something we can observe on the screen, in 
either a critical or languid fashion. 
The constant projections of how we should respond 
certainly deliver divided prospects on the informa-
tion transported to us through the medium. Mass 
media does not only present a world before us, it 
also offers, or rather forces, elaborate perspectives 
on this world, i.e. in meticulously calculated ways 
it both anticipates and pre-determines our under-
standing of the images exposed. In this interac-
tion, the viewer is not only an observer of realities 
represented, i.e. pictures, but also transformed into 
a projector of ready-made attitudes towards these 
worlds. The televised image is, as we well know, not 
only an image; it also insists on certain understand-
ings and realizes predetermined responses to its 
own imagery.

closing Documents 
Representations of Subjectivity within Digital Media



In a sense the same thing might be said of all media. 
Every representation activates, not only the concep-
tion of a relationship to some sort of reality, but also 
more or less elaborate suggestions on how to be 
understood. From a rhetorical perspective, every 
representation, for instance every text, might be said 
to develop a perspective, not only towards what it 
narrates, but also on its own signification. In other 
words, every text procures instructions, more or less 
apparent, of how to be comprehended. 

In mass media though, especially television, 
this is often more evident, since the anticipated 
understanding of the information accomplished is 
hyperbolically exposed through the explicitness 
of the imagery and the wide spectrum of sensory 
impressions. Television not only delivers different 
kinds of representations, it also produces, projects 
and transfers expressive and frequently repeated 
ways of looking at and under-
standing them. And this dis-
sipating signification can, from 
a certain point of view, also be 
seen as a dispossession of our 
understanding and response, 
i.e. of our subjectivity. One way 
of understanding television is as 
representation-as-disposses-
sion-of-subjectivity. This is one 
possible interpretation of “void 
in our laughter”; we are never 
entirely stripped of responses 
in this mass medial interaction, 
but the medial anticipation of our 
response certainly brings a two-
dimensional (and at the same 
time sensory deranged) quality 
to whatever our emotional or 
intellectual response may be. 
 
It is tempting to analyze this supplementary process, 
where the televised dispossession of subjectivity 
plays an important role, in terms of psychoanalysis, 
i.e. as generating a lack which has to be filled within 
the very context producing it, in other words as a 
process activating a chain of signifiers with no end 
but death. But it is also possible to use this void, this 
lack or dispossession as a starting point for reflec-
tions on the specificity of the interactivity involved in 
mass medial communication, and hence to compare 
this kind of communication with more apparently 
interactive media. 

The possibility to regard mass medial communica-
tion as interactive lies in the fact that the illusory 
reductions of distance within this media in fact 
create impressions of participation and freedom. 
The persuasive or suggestive aspect of televi-
sion, for instance, originates from the ability of the 
medium to suggest the viewers themselves, rather 
than the medium, as active agents in the produc-
tion of tangible responses. The uncanny impression 
of conditioned mimicry is efficiently concealed. 
Television thus transforms the technically grounded 
accessibility into impressions of participation and 
command. For that reason, mass media, and in 

particular television, might be regarded as a repre-
sentational system which aims at interactivity on the 
mental as well as the physical level. And this aspect 
of interaction within television, makes it possible to 
compare the representations and dispossessions of 
subjectivity in mass media to analogue representa-
tions within, for instance, the computer medium, i.e., 
to critically relate it to a digital medium which to a 
great degree is defined by its capacity or its desire to 
be transformed into or realized as a mass medium, 
and which, in a highly illustrative fashion, puts this 
transformational possibility in a lucid relationship 
with the interactive possibilities of its users.

This comparison can be restricted to the significant 
representations of text documents within the com-
puter medium, because in digital representations of 
texts, for instance hypertexts, it is possible to divine 
an allegory of the increasing mass mediafication 

of computerized representation. In other words, in 
digital representations of text documents it is possi-
ble to observe relatively clearly the tendency within 
digital media to undermine subjectivity by illusory 
reductions of the technological abyss separating 
the user from the medium. A comparison of this 
kind might thus point to certain structural analogies 
between digital representations of texts and the al-
ienating or dispossessing processes of mass medial 
representation and communication. This also opens 
up reflections on the tendency within theoretical dis-
courses on digital text culture to descriptively adapt 
the distinction between linearity and non-linearity, 
a tendency which might be criticized because of its 
dismissal of the representation of subjectivity within, 
for instance, the hypertext.  

THE FLICKER 
In order to pursue this comparison it is necessary to 
observe the differences between the respective dis-
tances which mass media and the computer medium 
establish between sender and receiver. In television, 
this distance is constituted by the temporal and 
spatial filter separating the medium from the viewer. 
This is the distance which the medium must simu-
late the effacement of in order to create illusions of 

participation and intimacy.

In the computer medium this distance is produced 
by technology itself, or rather by the binary code 
which must be concealed and harmonized in order 
to facilitate accessibility and command. Accessibility 
is thus made possible by the computer interface and 
by physical interactivity. Of course, in the computer 
medium, physical interactivity increases the sense 
of participation and command, but it is important to 
observe how this interactivity is supplemented by 
visual representations of subjectivity in a manner 
which, at least in part, resembles the representation 
of subjectivity within mass media. The resemblance 
lies, though, not so much in the shape or the imme-
diate function of these representations, but rather in 
the very imprinting of the relationship between me-
dia and its users which these representations imply.
 

Turning our attention to digital 
media, we might conclude 
that the computer interface is 
characterized by conventional 
or formalized representa-
tions of physical objects. For 
instance, the representation 
of a sheet of paper carries 
certain visual similarities with 
pre-digital stationary, and 
these visual correspondences 
indeed facilitate our usage of 
the media. However, along 
with this evidently mimetic 
endeavour of digital media, 
follow significant, but not 
always evident, distortions of 
the visual reproduction. 
For instance, when I close 
a text document (or even a 
program), the act of closure 

(i.e., the command which I give with my hand) is 
not followed by the instant disappearance of the 
document. Rather, what I see is a flicker, i.e., the 
program allows me a pre-programmed glimpse of 
the document disappearing across the screen as if 
it was actually moving from one place to another. Of 
course this flickering extinction of the text document 
may have its entertaining effects (at least intention-
ally), but it also intensifies the overall illusion of the 
digital medium as a spatial container, i.e., as a world 
within which information is stored, a world within 
which we, with our own hands, can move information 
between different locations. 

In this context it is important to consider this flicker 
as a visual distortion in the representation of physi-
cal text documents. In other words, the digital docu-
ment clearly demonstrates a visual resemblance 
with objects in the pre-digital context, but the act 
of closing the document within digital media on the 
contrary presents a radical divergence in compari-
son with similar acts in reality, since the act of clos-
ing a document normally does not involve a flicker.
Yet, and this is the critical point, this flickering 
extinction clearly corresponds to existing phenom-
ena within the pre-digital context. What is being 

The flicker across the screen 
might thus be understood as a 
metonymic representation of the 
multiplicity of events which in 
reality coincide with acts of 
closing documents. 
The flicker metonymically 
collects these events in one single 
expression of movement. 

represented in the flicker, though, is not an event as-
sociated with the act of closing documents, but events 
where the human gaze cannot register analogous 
movements of objects because of their velocity. In 
other words, what is represented here is not an object 
but a conventional and highly recognizable impression 
of movement. Important, though, is that in the flicker-
ing extinction of documents we do not perceive move-
ment through any registration of an object in motion. 
Rather, movement is being digitally produced as an 
optic illusion. In other words, what is visualized in this 
representation is the inability of the gaze to register 
analogous movements. This inability is in effect the 
only object of representation. 
The flickering extinction of text documents carries an 
interest beyond the mere entertaining or pastime as-
pects of digital environments, not least since it signi-
fies the tendency within digital media to represent, not 
only objects or phenomena in pre-digital reality, but 
also perceptions of reality as visible phenomena. The 
flicker testifies to the tendency within this medium to 
reproduce aspects of human subjectivity. 
 
This depiction of subjectivity in itself does not mark 
something radically new. An obvious analogy is to be 
found in cinematic narratives, where it is common to 
visually represent subjective perspectives and even inner 
experiences. Cinematic representations also abound 
with sequences that represent objects which cannot be 
registered by the eye because of their velocity. 

The difference with respect to the flickering extinction 
of documents within digital media is that in the latter 
case the impression of movement is transferred to 
an image and a context where it normally (i.e. in pre-
digital reality) does not occur. The flicker moreover is 
not the result of an analogue recording. No object is 
being reproduced in this context. Instead an impres-
sion of movement is being produced as an entirely 
digital phenomenon. Moreover, it is reproduced and 
displayed in an environment where this impression 
normally does not occur. In this respect the flicker 
forms a kind of visual catachresis.

The flicker across the screen might thus be under-
stood as a metonymic representation of the multi-
plicity of events which in reality coincide with acts of 
closing documents. The flicker metonymically collects 
these events in one single expression of movement. 
Now, in the digital world the relationship between 
on and off (which is what the relationship between 
the open and the closed document is really about), is 
electronically sharp, and the flicker serves as a visual 
extension of this relationship. The flicker might be 
viewed as one way of simulating an analogue exten-
sion between the open and the closed document. The 
effect lies in the visual analogy between the visual 
disappearance of the document and physical disap-
pearances in general. In other words, the impression 
of movement compensates for the absence of the 
physical document. 

Important in this simulation is that we, readers and 
users, cannot see the actual document in its disap-
pearance. What we see is the document as detached 
from itself, i.e., as transformed into an illusion of real 



the celebrated hyperlink. Clearly the hyperlink can 
be considered an anomaly in accordance with the 
flicker, in that it serves as, or at least is frequently 
understood as, a passage, a bridge between dif-
ferent places. The hyperlink ideally creates an 
impression of movement between different locations 
in one and the same text.  At the same time it is obvi-
ous that the link serves as a simple switch in that it 
opens one document, often in the very act of closing 
another. The suggestion of the link thus lies in the 
visual concealment of its own switch-character. This 
might also be understood as a concealment of the 
linearity of reading behind an illusion of the text as 
spatially construed.

Just as the flicker, the hyperlink combines the 
reproductive function, i.e., representation, with 
the marking of a visual distortion, i.e., a deviation 
from the mimetic code. But what does the hyperlink 
represent? In an important sense, the hyperlink 
both represents and realizes the written word, i.e., it 
invites reading and comprehension to the extent that 
it corresponds to the workings of traditional writing 
media. Important though, is the light of the hyper-
link. The link is a high-lightened representation of 
the written word, and the light of the link marks the 
specifically digital character of the word. 
The hyperlink as illumination of the word seems to 
lift or transform the representation of the word to 
another level of signification in comparison with the 
vocable in traditional texts. Through its light the link 
stands out visually as a privileged sign, privileged 
in that it seems charged, not only with signification, 
but with the possibility to reproduce significance 
beyond reading.  The light of the word in this sense 
restores the link to the status of the spoken word in 
the tradition following Plato. In this high-lightened 
shape, the word carries a promise of articulation as 
spatially ordered preservation of meaning.
What complicates this view of the hyperlink, though, 
is the fact that as light the word also describes a 
deviation from the identity as a readable word. The 
light of the hyperlink in one sense weakens the 
significance of the word in that it decreases the 
significance of reading. Or, to put it in another way, 
as light, the hyperlink needs the articulation of the 
switch, of the visual extinction of the document to 
fulfil its inherent or implied promise of meaning. 
To be fulfilled, or to be articulated as word and as 
light, the hyperlink must be consumed, i.e., visually 
extinguished rather than simply read. 
Considered from this critical point of view what 
becomes interesting is not primarily the link as 
spatial path, but instead as extinction. The link as 
high-lightened word can be understood as a disguise 
of this extinction. Both the light and the flicker 
simulate an extended path between different states 
as if these states were in fact places, and in these 
simulations they actually conceal their characters as 
binary constructed and extinctive switches.
 
In this respect, we might also consider the hyperlink 
as a visual paraleipsis in analogy with the flickering 
extinction of documents. This is possible because 
the light of the link, i.e., the visual emphasis of the 
word, also implies a dissimulation of the word. What 

movement. The subtle effect of the flicker lies in the 
simulation of movement through the active conceal-
ment of the document. The document is hidden by 
the illusion of real movement. And this is an illusion 
which paradoxically reinforces the impression of 
physicality within the digital document. We might 
also conclude that the flicker as an impression of 
movement hides the document, but that it is this 
very hiding which accentuates the document, i.e., 
which creates the impression of a document in mo-
tion. This establishes the flicker as a kind of visual 
paraleipsis. The flickering extinction becomes a 
visualisation in the very act of hiding. It realizes a 
paraleiptic strategy in that it emphasizes the exist-
ence of the document in the very act of concealing it.
 
The flicker illustrates one (rather primitive) method 
for the digital medium to conceal its own digital 
character and to strengthen the illusion of itself as 
a spatial construction. It is important, though, that 
this metonymic representation of pre-digital acts 
of closing documents also coincides with our very 
real inability to visually grasp analogous move-
ments. The flicker very clearly represents a visual 
distortion, i.e., a loss of visual survey, a loss of 
visual command, and this lack in its turn is used to 
produce the image of a harmonized and visually ex-
tended relationship between the open and archived 
text. In other words, something which in reality is 
conceived of as a lack, i.e. something which marks 
and emphasizes a separation between man and 
world, is displayed on the screen in order to create 
an impression of a spatial and thereby physically 
conceivable passage between the digital document 
as open and as closed. 

Another way of putting this is in terms of how digital 
media actually borrows our inability to see, in order 
to create a visual impression of movement. Our in-
ability to see and visually supervise reality is used in 
a visualizing manner, i.e., utilized in the production 
of visual command. When the computer interface 
reaches a limit in the formalized representation of a 
recognizable object, it thus borrows and represents 
a visual impression in order to increase the illusion 
of a relationship that does not exis t (i.e., a relation-
ship between states – on / off - as places).  The 
flicker both conceals and makes comprehensible 
the binary code of digital media. It translates this 
code into a visual field which creates an illusion of a 
spatial ordering of information within the medium. 
But it also intensifies the impression of the digital 
medium as a world in direct correspondence with 
pre-digital reality. This intensification to a great de-
gree results from the fact that digital media incorpo-
rates aspects of subjectivity into its representational 
system. Digital media collects and tries to develop 
a perspective on how we perceive movement. The 
question remains why this visualisation, this rep-
resentation, actually borrows something from our 
sensuous world which might be apprehended as a 
lack, an inability.

THE LINK
To illuminate this question we might compare the 
visual paraleipsis of the flickering extinction with 
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that it opens one document, often in 
the very act of closing another.



meaning, not as momentary and temporal articula-
tion, but as a visually conceivable and thereby recy-
clable unit. The hyperlink creates an illusory link be-
tween physical interactivity and reading. Reading, in 
this context, is transformed from articulation into a 
visualized representation of reading. This represen-
tation of the subjective act of reading, though, marks 
an activity which, in order to be accomplished, must 
in fact implement an inability to read.

ENTERTAINMENT
Television, the flicker and the hyperlink, represent 
three forms for the representation of subjectivity 
within different media. In the case of the flicker a 
visual impression is reproduced on the screen, in the 
hyperlink we observe a visualisation of the articula-
tion in reading, and in mass media we find formal-
ized representations of intellectual and emotional 
responses. If we return for a moment to the flicker 
as medial projection of subjectivity, we might con-
clude that it very clearly illustrates the compensa-
tory structure of these representations. The flicker 
clearly supplements a lack within digital media. 
The binary code is not straight off interpretable and 
the technological complexity must be harmonized 
and visualized through illusions of spatial exten-
sions between on and off. The use of a sensory lack 
for the representation of this illusory extension 
clearly mirrors and emphasizes this uncanny void 
within the medium.  At the same time it turns this 
inability into something visibly comprehensible. This 
structure has analogies in mass media as well as in 
the representation of the hyperlink. The projection of 
subjective responses within television, for instance, 
clearly marks an anxiety as regards the commu-
nicative abilities of the medium. At the same time, 
the representations of subjective responses serve 
as expressions of our historically and / or socially 
conditioned inability or unwillingness to emotional 
and intellectual labour. Televised representation is 
intensely focused on this inability or unwillingness 
to think and feel. 

In analogy, the hyperlink can be understood as a 
staging and representation of our inability or unwill-
ingness to read. And this is manifested in a very con-
crete manner: the hyperlink in fact arrests reading, 
i.e., it not only illustrates our inability to read any 
further, it compels us into direct confrontation with 
this experience of either inability or lack of interest. 
And of course this is done exclusively in order to 
conceal our unwillingness or lack of inte est.
 
Apart from the mere practical, pedagogical and 
entertaining aspects of these representations, it is 
possible to analyze the more subtle processes in-
volved. These processes cannot, though, be entirely 
separated from the pedagogical or entertaining 
functions. The entertaining aspect of the flicker 
within the digital text document is of course closely 
connected to the fact that an experience of visual 
deficiency, i.e., a sort of blindness, illustrates the 
spatial order of the medium. The entertaining aspect 
lies within the fact that human deficiency in this 
medium has to be made intelligible as well as legiti-
mate. Intelligibility is in this context produced by our 

is hidden is the word as a readable unit beyond its 
function as a link. Reading might be considered as 
both dazzled and blinded by the light of the link. 
This dissimulation of the word is of course of a more 
subtle kind than that of the flicker. 
 
What happens in this dissimulating process is that 
the word is temporarily transformed into something 
beyond reading. And this is due to the fact that the 
word as link transforms reading into something 
beyond articulation. As in the visual paraleipsis 
of the flickering extinction, where the document 
becomes something we see as a consequence of its 
actual disappearance, the hyperlink in this context 
becomes something we read in the light of a vanish-
ing reading act. 
 
This becomes even clearer if we point to the pos-
sibility of considering the link, not only as a high-
lightened word, but as a visualisation of reading, i.e., 
as a representation of subjectivity. What confronts 
us in the hyperlink is not only the possibility to 
articulate meaning (as in reading) but also an image 
of the articulation of meaning, i.e., an image also of 
reading itself. And this is what in the end legitimises 
the comparison of the hyperlink to the flicker. The 
hyperlink might ideally be considered as a real 
passage, a bridge; the illusions of the hyperlink and 
the hypertext may very well be impressive. The fact 
remains, though, that the hyperlink at the same time 
transforms our reading into something visually con-
ceivable and physically commandable. And of course 
this means that the link, just as the flicker, hints at 
an alienating void in our subjective activity. 
This also relates to the double signification of the 
elliptic clause forming the title of this essay. The 
representation of subjectivity in the flicker and in the 
hyperlink describes a movement from the docu-
ment as a passive object being closed, on the one 
hand, and the document as an active terminator of 
certain issues, i.e., as actively closing something, on 
the other. In the case of the hyperlink this activity of 
the document can be observed primarily in the fact 
that the illusion of spatiality indeed stands out as an 
effect of a closure. But the activity of the hyperlink 
is conceivable also in the fact that we, in order to 
articulate the hyperlink, must pause in our reading. 
In other words, the impression of the hyperlink as 
articulated passage within the hypertext as space 
is only possible as a consequence of an arrested 
reading. The hyperlink transforms reading into an 
interactive choice, and this separation of reading 
from itself, from its identity as reading, is the very 
constitution of the hyperlink as a passage, as a privi-
leged passage between supposed locations within 
the text.
 
In mass media the representation of subjectivity in-
tensifies the impressions of presence and participa-
tion. In the hyperlink the visual representation of the 
articulation inherent in reading involves an intense 
amplification of the supposedly spatial character of 
digital media, but it also signals a conquering of the 
shortcomings of traditional reading by the transfor-
mation of reading into something visible. 
These representations accentuate the concept of 
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ating distance from human consciousness. Of course, 
the analogy established between digital media and 
the human mind is philosophically motivated by a pla-
tonic tradition where the spoken word in its relative 
spontaneity is conceived of as closer to ideal meaning 
than the secondary representations of writing.
 
One important attempt to challenge this view of the 
hypertext has been made by the German literary 
scholar Peter Matussek (see “The Ends of Inter-
textuality”, in The Poetics of Memory (ed. Thomas 
Wägenbaur), Tübingen 1998, pp. 399-408). Matussek 
adresses the issue of non-linearity through the con-
cept of intertextuality, and sets out to degrade the 
hypertext in a defence of the traditional literary text. 
Matussek’s defence of literature develops through a 
description of how intertextuality in the traditional 
literary text actually promotes the capabilities of the 
literary text to “transcend the technologically limited 
sense of memory in terms of a storage and retrieval 
system.” Matussek maintains that through inter-
textuality, i.e., associations, hints in the light of the 
literary tradition, the literary text actually broaches 
textual space in a manner exceeding the possibili-
ties of digital, i.e., artificial simulations of spatially 
ordered recollections. Matussek’s view seems to be 
that the digital text, instead of promoting remem-
brance, actually supports amnesia.

Behind this in many respects momentous defence of 
the literary text lies a highly valuable re-interpreta-
tion of Plato’s hierarchical ordering of the relation-
ship between the spoken word and the written text. 
Matussek points to the evident fact that the apolo-
gists of the hypertext often use Plato’s supposed 
dismissal of the written word as support for the view 
of the hypertext as a truly interactive, i.e., conversa-
tional and “oral” medium. But, as Matussek makes 
clear, this alleged dismissal is not valid, since there 
are subtle reasons behind the fact that Plato actually 
wrote down his philosophy.
According to Matussek, Plato meant that both the 
spoken and the written word “can either promote 
or hinder the process of anamnesis depending on 
how they are used.” Plato thus problematizes, not 
writing in itself, but what has to be considered as the 
“the purely mechanical reproduction of writing and 
speech.” Recollection is thus not an effect condi-
tionally linked to a specific medium, but in order 
to activate the “creative process of recollection,” 
every medium has to be freed of its pure “mnemonic 
usage”, i.e., its “purely mechanical reproduction” of 
memory. Matussek thus points to the fact that the 
significant distinction within Plato’s discourse, is 
made between the reproduction and the vitality of 
each medium, not between the media themselves.
 
This vital re-interpretation of Plato leads Matussek 
to dismiss the pretensions to vitality and orality 
within the hypertext. In the hypertext, Matussek 
writes, “the transition from aporia to anamnesis is 
pre-determined: After a certain amount of clicking 
around, the reader will have the déja-vu experience 
of a text-passage previously beheld.” For Matussek, 
the supposed non-linearity of the hypertext simply 
becomes a disguise on the surface of the medium. 

blindness, a blindness transposed from one level of 
reality to another, and in this process transformed 
into something manageable. Important in this com-
pensatory representation is that human deficiency 
itself is concealed; it is concealed behind the image 
of its straight opposition, i.e., behind the impression 
of motion, i.e., of life.
 
The hyperlink also adapts to this scheme, since it 
can be understood as a representation, not only 
of the separation of reading from itself, but of a 
historically conditioned loss of the ability or need to 
read (and this is of course not to be taken literally). 
The hyperlink not necessarily reinforces an inability 
to read, it rather answers to and represents this 
already established inability. And in analogy with 
the flicker which harmonizes the uncanny chasm 
between on and off, the hyperlink transforms 
this already existing inability (which can also be 
described as intolerance) into secure, or at least 
time consuming, diversion. This also, and in perfect 
analogy with the flicker, implies a dissimulation of 
the inability. This inability, or lack of interest in read-
ing, is concealed under the image of the possibly 
fulfilled reading, i.e., under an image of readability 
itself, i.e., reading as an activity beyond the “limits” 
of the traditional “linear” text.  Of course, it is not by 
chance that the very fragmentary structure which 
the link attempts to overcome, i.e., linearity itself, is 
often visually represented in the underscore of the 
hyperlink.

LINEARITY
The representation of subjectivity within digital and 
mass media might in this respect illuminate the 
popular mythology of the hypertext as a non-linear 
representational system. And perhaps this illumina-
tion is valid, not only for the hypertext, but also with 
respect to any theoretical description of media, art 
and literature as spatially constructed. No less impor-
tant are the possibilities to critically discuss the con-
cept of interactivity within and beyond digital media.
 
The question whether the hypertext has a non-linear 
structure may well be of a more pedagogical than 
philosophical nature. At the same time it is obvious 
that some of the enthusiasm regarding the concep-
tion of digital media as spatially ordered is closely 
related to, not only the alleged superiority of digital 
media in comparison with traditional media, but also 
to the notion of digital media as intimately connected 
to the complexity of the human mind. Human con-
sciousness, incidentally, seems to uphold and in fact 
obscure its status as a paradigm for the develop-
ment of digital media towards perfection.

The superiority implied in this enthusiasm clearly 
regards the ability of the medium to store informa-
tion, but also the ability to effectively open textual 
space as a device for recollection. Non-linearity, 
in this respect, is a concept clearly illustrating the 
close relationship between digital media and human 
consciousness. Non-linearity is referred to as a dis-
tinctive feature of the digital text in comparison with 
the traditional text, which, in its alleged linearity, is 
understood as a representational system at an alien-
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George P. Landow, Hypertext 2.0: The Convergence 
of Contemporary Critical Theory and Technology, 
Baltimore 1997, pp. 181-186). Non-linearity, for 
Landow, designates an actual structure within the 
hypertext. But, as Landow himself (following Robert 
Cover) points out, linearity “does not disappear en-
tirely” in this hypertextual world, since it always re-
mains a quality of the reader´s experience. Linearity 
in this context is thus reduced to a superficial aspect 
of subjectivity, whereas non-linearity remains a 
concept vividly connected to the essence of an exist-
ing object. In order for the inevitable linearity to be 
granted significance and a function in the hypertext, 
it must be reduced, concealed and in effect cancelled 
through this act of subjectivization. Linearity simply 
becomes an effect, whereas non-linearity gains full 
representational status. Indeed, this theoretical 
endeavour constitutes an exact replication of the 
dissimulating dispossessions of subjectivity within 
digital and mass media previously discussed.

END
Obviously one problem inherent in debates of this 
kind, is the tendency on both sides to focus on the 
essences of different media, rather than observing 
the relationships between subjectivity and media. 
The debate on the status of literature and the status 
of the hypertext clearly reflects an unawareness of 
the fact that the answer to our deficiency (in read-
ing, analyzing, observing, remembering) is not to 
be found in any specific media. Media, traditional 
or digital, never in itself constitutes an answer to 
our inabilities. The defences of traditional literature 
clearly dismiss the importance of how our relation-
ship to reading and our actual ways of reading has in 
fact changed and continuously change (among other 
things as a result of how media change). Apologists 
of the hypertext just as clearly put their fate in tech-
nology as a perfection of specifically human capabili-
ties, and fail to see the compensatory structure of 
digital – as well as traditional - reproduction.
 
The latter aspect is of course of special importance. 
Technology, for instance in the shape of digital 
media, might actually be considered as the most 
vivid representation, not of human fulfilment, but 
of human deficiency. We do not need to confine 
these reflections to what is observable on the visual 
surface of the screen or to the conditions which our 
reading is subjected to in the face of digital media. 
The representation of this deficiency is tangible 
enough, and not least, in the obvious combination of 
lethargy and satiety produced by the medium. And of 
course traditional literature and art in no way stand 
unaffected by these processes. Digital as well as 
traditional media act under the aegis of a repre-
sentational ideology where technology constantly 
insists on concealing the very lack which it no doubt 
remains the most vivid and profound expression of.

Patrik Mehrens

Behind this disguise, the fragmenting and limiting 
linearity always threatens to end recollection and 
transform reading into confusion. 
Matusseks important disparagement of the hyper-
text is agreeable up to the point were it becomes 
evident that his depreciation only serves a meta-
physically inclined ambition to exalt the status of 
the traditional literary text. And this exaltation is 
produced through the manifestation of literature as 
medium where intertextuality itself guarantees the 
opening of textual space. Or as Matussek writes: 
“The literature of the Gutenberg Galaxy owes a con-
siderable portion of its artistic quality to the turning 
of succession into simultaneity.” Problematic within 
this description is that it does not clarify where the 
alleged “simultaneity”, i.e., the effect of an implied 
non-linearity, is to be found. The fact, though, that 
Matussek does not speak of an impression of simul-
taneity but of simultaneity as such, is interesting 
enough. Matussek points to an actual transforma-
tion within literature, of succession into simultane-
ity, i.e., a transformation which might be interpreted 
as an actual upheaval of time.
Obviously literary texts, as well as art or music, may 
well produce impressions of such transformations 
and openings. And often it is even possible to as-
sociate artistic quality with this effect. Problematic, 
though, is that this transformation, this opening of 
a space of simultaneity, can never be realized as 
anything but an effect. Matussek, though, seems to 
imply that this possibility is closely linked to the es-
sence of the literary medium itself. 
A more appropriate – or reasonable - view seems 
to be that this effect can never in itself be guaran-
teed by any specific medium. No representational 
medium in itself carries the promise of any spatial 
openings. “Textual space” is a metaphor actually 
projecting an alleged process of subjectivity onto a 
specific medium. And very often, as in the case of 
Matussek, this metaphor is adapted in a defence of 
a certain medium, here the defence of traditional 
literature as opposed to the hypertext.
Linearity and non-linearity clearly do not constitute 
ideologically immaculate terms for descriptions 
of the difference between various media. In the 
ambition to establish the digital text, the hypertext, 
as a non-linear representational system, we can 
observe a compensatory desire for secure harmony 
just as vividly as in the visual representation of the 
hyperlink or in the flickering extinctions of text 
documents. And in descriptions of digital media as 
non-linear we may also find traces of the dissimulat-
ing strategy of representations of subjectivity within 
digital media. At the conceptual level, non-linearity 
is of course always dependent of the concept of lin-
earity which it tries to dissimulate. Non-linearity can 
in fact be considered as the conceptual projection of 
the deficient linearity which it at the same time func-
tions as the very conceptual concealment of.
 
This becomes even clearer if we turn our attention 
to those supporting the view of the hypertext as 
non-linear, e.g., George P. Landow whose descrip-
tion of the hypertext points to a transgression within 
the digital text of the Aristotelian muthos or plot as 
something with a beginning, middle and an end (see 
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Handla: REFIGURING 
PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPACEHandla An art project performed 

by students at the Malmö Art 
Academy, resulting
from a workshop led 
by Stephan Pascher.



The worship lasted a little over 3 weeks, and was 
attended by 9 students from Hong Kong, iceland, 
Japan, Norway, and Sweden.

The first 2 weeks were dedicated to discussing a 
number of different texts, films, and videos. We 
looked at Stanley Milgram, Erving Goffman, Vito Ac-
conci, Allan Kaprow, Candid Camera, the Situation-
ist International, Milton Rokeach, Michel Foucault, 
Gilles Deleuze, David Cronenberg, Bruce Nauman, 
Dan Graham, Yoko Ono, Andy Warhol, Jean Baudril-
lard, Reality TV, Allan Sekula, Matha Rosler, Harun 
Farocki, and others. During the third week we 
worked on a collaborative project, culminating 
in an exhibition held at the school. The students 
wanted to do something on surveillance, and were 
interested in using images from cameras installed 
at public sites, a market or shop. A couple of them 
approached a local food market, a small shop oper-
ated by Middle Eastern men. The response was no. 
They tried again with a store closer to school, and 
remarkably (I couldn’t really imagine this happen-
ing anywhere!), the manager agreed. 

Coop Konsum is a chain of 373 grocers in Sweden. 
Diagonally across from the Malmö Art Academy – in 
particular, the corrner of the building where our 

workshop met – is a mini-size version of one of these 
stores (most Konsums are supermarket scale). It 
was here that we were permitted to record images 
from the 11 cameras installed throughout the shop, 
on condition that we did so after it was closed for 
business. So late one night, we hooked up our cam-
era to the video console in the manager’s office, the 
place where activity in the store was monitored. 

Surveillance monitoring in Sweden, although be-
coming more and more common, is still highly 
regulated. A 1998 Law requires that permits be ob-
tained for video surveillance of public places. Also, 
clearly visible notices must be posted, alerting peo-
ple that they are being watched and recorded. Post 
offices, banks, and shops need only register their 
cameras by mail. Fines and a one-year imprison-
ment are penalties for breach of the law. Similarly, 
a court order is required to obtain a wiretap. In 
April 2002, charges were brought against a man for 
mounting a camera (without permit) on his balcony, 
aimed at the street below. 

The Konsum project – titled, “Handla” – called for 
8 of us to perform typical shopping scenes for the 
cameras (I played cashier). The scenes were loosely 
scripted, the actions taped. 2 of the group members 

shouted out directions and did the recording. The 
following day, short monologues were written for 
each of the 8 actors, stories corresponding to their 
internal thoughts – in other words, the stuff the cam-
eras couldn’t see – what goes on in a person’s head. 
Thoughts about the shopping at hand, the dilemma 
of choosing products, what to cook; other thoughts 
having nothing to do with the market at all – personal 
things, relationships, arguments over Nordic fish. 
Each of the actors wrote lines for one of the others. 
All the lines read by the same female member of the 
group, and recorded as voice-over for the surveillance 
footage. The tape was edited into 8 versions with dif-
ferent sound tracks corresponding to each of the dif-
ferent narrations, these, burned onto 8 DVDs. The 
exhibition installation included 8 carts with monitors 
and DVD players, positioned more or less according 
to the layout of 8 of the Konsum cameras that had re-
corded the scenes. In effect, the Konsum market was 
mapped onto the exhibition space at the Academy.

What follows are installation views, accompanied 
by transcriptions of the 8 monologues. The work 
was created by Annika Behm, Christina Hansen, 
Narve Hovdenakk, Mako Ishizuka, Lisa Manner, 
Eivind Nesterud, Beatrix Pang, Ingirafn Steinars-
son, and Stina Wirfelt.

Handla >

Image 2. 

He might have added, “ . . . and the ordering and 
interaction of social systems, none of which are 
arbitrary.” But Bateson’s cosmology concerned 
the interconnectedness of the natural world, to 
which we indeed are a part. Yet with regards to art, 
the issue is rather nature experienced as second 
nature; the nature that culture makes; a nature 
ordered by our perceptions and representations. 
 
The “public/private” discussion has been an ex-
plicit discourse in art since at least the early 
60s, when conventional approaches to art-mak-
ing were eschewed for radical new methods that 
favored language over the visual, performativity 
over contemplation, the mechanically produced 
over the hand-made, time-based media over the 
static, and most generally, thought over sensibil-
ity. Buzz-phrase, mythology, or fable, what is un-
derstood by the term seems as open and ambigu-
ous as the variety of artists and critics that have 
laid claim to it. Nonetheless, the debate in no un-
certain terms recurs today with great urgency in 
the wake of recent challenges to civil liberties and 
democratic processes: as public life is transform-
ing into corporate membership, and individual 
prerogative a matter of government consent. 

In the US, a new field of social psychology emerged 
during the 1950s as the Cold War was heating up. 
A common thread running through the many dif-

ferent areas of investigation was the study of indi-
vidual behavior in social situations: from thinking 
about context with Frame Analysis (Bateson), to 
reflections on “impression management” – how 
we are perceived by others (Goffman), to experi-
ments regarding obedience to authority (Milgram). 
In the aftermath of the camps (Eichmann), under 
a mushroom cloud ready to rain down at any time, 
and a red witch hunt running amok across every 
aspect of American life (McCarthy) apace with a 
general expansion of internal policing agency 
(Hoover) and a universal spy-culture, behavioral 
science became a state tool (much of the research 
was government-, especially military-sponsored). 
In particular, it served as an experimental test-
site for new surveillance and manipulation tech-
niques. Yet social psychology also provided a 
means to rethink through the mechanics of the 
sort of absolute-control society figured decades 
earlier (e.g., Orwell), features of which were fast 
becoming a palpable reality. 

Acting within such a climate, artists began ex-
amining explicitly in their work aspects of human 
behavior and interactivity, in particular those cir-
cumscribed by external pressures. Consequently, 
a reconsideration of the material and ethical di-
mensions of art became a necessity, as did an 
examination of its institutional base. What was 
opened up was an entirely different mode of think-

ing about art, with a corresponding reformation of 
the artwork/audience nexus. In short, new mod-
els for critical art practice were introduced, along 
with intimations of new roles for art in society. 
Set against this backdrop, at a time which many 
consider a throwback to the 1950s, it seems rele-
vant to revisit some of the problems initially posed 
by this previous generation of artists; and take up 
the question of what kinds of artistic strategies, 
methods, and procedures might be mobilized in 
the way of an appropriate response to the gross 
transformations taking place today. Accepting the 
proposition that the job of art is to challenge au-
thority, we might ask: what are the most effective 
ways it can do so, without being didactic or be-
coming itself authoritarian? But also, how might 
art serve as a model for re-figuring authority, as a 
radical self-imposed regimen of taking responsi-
bility? In particular, how to expose or undermine 
an increasingly policed, ordered, and infantilized 
society, without adopting what is in effect an ef-
fete methodology acting-out juvenile forms of in-
subordination? This past October I was invited to 
the Malmö Art Academy to conduct a workshop. 
I decided to use the occasion to pose this set of 
questions.

One way of rejecting the arbitrariness of perception 
is to learn how to think things through, taking noth-
ing at face value, and recognizing the ordering and 
interaction of living systems.

Gregory Bateson
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Image 7.  Beatrix

Oh no . . . did I turn off the stove. . . .I have to hurry . . . 
I have to get  . . . sesame oil . . . and milk . . . bread maybe . .. 
This is a strange store . . . 
I can’t find anything here . . . .
What is the logic here . . . . 
Butter. . . have to remember butter. . . 
Ah, exotic food, here maybe . . . 
But why are the marshmallows on the shelf for exotic food???
This is a strange store . . .
Yes, there is the sesame oil . . . 
Milk, butter, bread . . . milk, butte, bread . . .. 
I wonder how they’re doing at home . . . poor mom, 
stuck like that with dad . . . he is so damn egotistic . . . 
What is this . . . . bird food . . . . ? You really can get anything . . . .   
I hope the sister’s doing ok. e really was an asshole idiot. God I hate Men . . . . .
He doesn’t deserve her  . . . . 
Please don’t let them get back together. Please . . . 
Oh I almost forgot the vegetables . . . . 
Cucumber . . . carrots . . . milk. .  . butter . . . bread. . . cucumber ...  carrots ... 
and so on . . 

Image 8. Eivind

Strike a pose. Vogue, Vogue, Vogue. 
Look around. Everywhere you turn is silence. 
It’s everywhere that you go. Mmmmm. . . . 
Mmmm . . . If you’re a boy or a girl . . . . 

Mmmm . . . You’re a superstar.
Yes that’s what you are. 
You know it. 
Come on Vogue. Let your body  moove to the music.
Hey Hey Hey. 
I can’t get this song out of my head before I left home this morning out of my head. 
Now what was I supposed to do here?
I don’t shop; therefore I’m not. 

Image 9. Lisa 

(entering the shop)
Hahh . . . nice and warm. 
(try to take care) Why it doesn’t come out?
No way. Do I need to draw harder? Jesus. Can anybody help me?
Oh there’s a clerk coming. Good 
(looking at the list) First is juice . .. and snacks, biscuits. . . and chips (crisps?),
biscuits and citps. Biscuits and chips. Biscuits and chips. 
McVitties’ Digestive is the best? With olive one? Not today.
So what’s next tips and diapers, tips and diapers. 
Looks really artificial and unhealthy. Well it’s not for me, so. 
And diapers, diapers, and marmalade, marmalade alright. 
Oh, this I forgot to put on the list. 
Must be a new product. Shall I try it or not? Why not?
How many diapers left at home? Maybe almost none.
Should be some. One is enough. And marmalade. 
Must be a new product. Shall I try it or not. Why not? 

Image 9. 

Image 2. Stephan

(the scene where S. is relaxing) 
Business is slow today. Where are all the tough customers?
(magazine) Wow, Baudrillard is somewhat depressing, but what he writes is so true.
Yes, I might as well go round and see if somebody needs help, 
and tidy up the shelves a bit. 
[checkout] Here we go, let’s see. That does not look very healthy. 
Ok, hell. What planet are you on? The weekend off that will be so great. 
Bowling. It will be so great to have the weekend off. Bowling?

Image 3. Narve

Light Bulb
How long will my life burn?
Like this bulb, 40W for half a year? Or 60W for a year?
Where is the beginning of my life-fire?
My child is waiting for me at home now, maybe he is crying; better if he falls is asleep. 
I am so tired since she is not here left me.
Where is she now? Maybe Paris? Istanbul? Berlin? 
I think I miss her sometimes. 
But how long can I last and hold for all these hold out? 

Image 4. Ingi

Oh no! Here we go! The frozen fish section!
The last thing I want to do tonight is to discuss fishing politics with a Norwegian! 
And he seems quite patriotic too, both him and his wife actually. 
Someone said they celebrated the 17th of May for about a week last year. 
Sad bastards! 

Can’t he read?! It says clearly on the packet that it’s Icelandic fish!
The Smuga area is Icelandic territory! I’m Just gonna pretend I don’t know anything 
about the issue, keep a smile on my face and let him go on about the fact that he used 
to be a fisherman. Bla bla bla . . .
Maybe Ii can lead him off the subject by moving he conversation towards frozen vegetables 
instead? That usually works. I know he likes broccoli. 

Image 5. Annica

Orange juice, Milk, maybe some beer!?
I’ll take the milk . . .
Wonder what time it is?
Should I buy some dinner maybe ?
So Then I’ll have food the next few days . . . 
Jesus this guy at the counter is watching me . .. 

Image 6. Stina

Why is this here? I thought I took the green ones (putting on gloves).
These ones have holes. Olaf will not like that. 
This one is quite cheap.
It has nothing in it. Not for Olaf. That’s for sure. 
I guess mother would like that in 3days.
2 liters and about 45 grams, or was it 54. 
I have to call her again. What did I do with the green ones?
. . . No, 45 grams.

Image 8. 



My interest in this subject was prompted by Su-
zanne Treister’s work in (The World May be) Fantas-
tic, the 2002 Sydney Biennale. Treister presented 
her continuing project, No Other Symptoms: Time 
Traveling with Rosalind Brodsky. This is a multi-
dimensional artwork that orbits the figure of Ro-
salind Brodsky, a mid 21st century time-traveling 
researcher for the ‘Institute of Militronics and Ad-
vanced Time Interventionality’. The work manifests 
as time-traveling costumes and attaché cases, paint-
ings, a book and CD-ROM, music, installation, case 
histories, sculptures and experiments, each mode 
opening new avenues into which the work expands. 
Brodsky, originating as an alias for Treister herself, 
hosts a time-travel cooking show, is the lead singer 
of the band ‘Rosalind Brodsky and the Satelites of 
Lvov’, designs novelty vibrators and is a patient of 
Freud, Jung, Klein, Lacan and Kristeva. The work is 
built on beautiful flip-flops between reality and fan-
tasy. Treister and Brodsky share a personal history, 
Brodsky’s time traveling is repeatedly referred to as 
delusional and her employment with the Institute is 
a ‘belief.’ In one notable incident, Brodsky is strand-
ed on the set of Shindler’s List in an attempt to save 
her/Treister’s grandparents from the Nazis. An ex-
tensive online component of this project is available 
at http://ensemble.va.com.au/tableau/suzy/
  
(The World May be) Fantastic drew artists and col-
lectives from twenty-three countries into a tableau 
of invention and histories where all manner of the 
fantastic collided with the real. The art practice of 
the Biennale’s curator, Richard Grayson, has clear 
connections to the themes of alternative worlds, 
fantasy and irrational hypotheses chosen for the 
Biennale. Despite this, I felt Grayson’s choice of this 
theme did not in a small part result from his per-
sonal history with Suzanne Treister. I was touched 
to have this confirmed in his candid discussion in 
the catalogue essay for the Biennale.1

 
I later talked about my enjoyment of this exhibi-
tion and was surprised to find my support for Su-
zanne Treister’s presence was not widely shared. 
An awkward silence would follow during which my 

partner in conversation evaluated the relative ben-
efits of light conversation and critical argument only 
to respond in the manner of, ‘You know he received 
a lot of flack for that’ with the insinuation that this 
was well deserved. I project myself into a similar 
situation. I am beside someone for, say, ten years, 
another artist whose CV, although substantial, is 
shorter and less international than my own. We put 
up with each other, help with deadlines and listen 
to each other’s ideas. One day he is invited to curate 
a significant exhibition. He develops a theme that 
is a product of our collective practices and talks it 
through with me. I make suggestions and obser-
vations, well able to contribute to a topic that has 
occupied my thoughts for years, only to discover I 
am excluded from the exhibition because I am his 
lover. Say WHAT!?!
 
In my own time-traveling fantasies, I’d like to return 
to the exhibition Procrustean Bed at the Experimen-
tal Art Foundation in Adelaide, Australia, in 1998. My 
presence in this exhibition produced many attend-
ant, albeit whispered, slights because I was ‘with’ its 
artist/curator, Kristian Burford. I wish the woman 
who had threatened to write this in her review had 
actually done so. I’d arrive in my own time-traveling 
costume to commend her insight with Yes. Quite true. 
So he should.
 
The decision to exhibit friends has effects that 
reach beyond the moral implications and daily con-
sequences of placing loved ones on the bottom rung 
of a ladder of importance. Political theorist Paul 
Corcoran provides a useful theoretical framework 
in his paper, ‘Liaisons dangereuses: Friends, Ene-
mies & Others’.2 In this paper, Corcoran contrasted 
relationships at the high end of an emotional scale, 
friendship with its positive associations of affection 
and solidarity and enmity with its negative associa-
tions of hostility and destruction, to relationships 
at the low end of the scale. At this end were Corc-
oran’s ‘other’ people,3 relations characterized by a 
decided lack of emotional intensity and illustrated 
by the proverbial stranger who lives a mere two 
blocks away:

The ‘others’ I am talking about are people whom, 
for all practical and even moral purposes, we know 
nothing about: hardly know and indeed hardly care. 
In other words, I refer to strangers, foreigners – lit-
erally, as in the French, people who are far away… 
We barely know of their existence, much less their 
attributes.4 

Corcoran situated strangers on the periphery of our 
awareness, a group considered capable of affecting 
only washy responses in the form of amusement 
for ‘people watchers’ or the passing annoyance of 
a long queue. He objected to Sartre’s characteriza-
tion of hell as ‘other people’, to instead posit that 
‘the people who make life hell for us are gener-
ally the people we know all too well, including the 
members of one’s own family.’5 
 
I found a pertinent illustration of Corcoran’s analy-
sis in my own experience as a student in Colum-
bia University’s Masters in Fine Art program. In a 
large part, this program consisted of private studio 
visits and group critiques of students’ work with 
prominent members of the New York art world. 
I soon came to realize that the common ground I 
shared with these visitors due to our membership 
in the same professional group was insufficient to 
engender the mutual interest and open response 
anticipated in educational settings. My visit was one 
of a schedule of seven, Madame Whatnot in Studio 
23 Blah-Blah, on a long afternoon. The first step to-
wards success lay in conquering the featurelessness 
of anonymity and advance up the emotional scale to 
the position of a friend. 
 
Our beliefs in the impropriety of emotion and sub-
jectivity in public life, never mind an educational 
institution, makes these observations seem like a 
criticism. I should want the opinions of strangers for 
that is how I will know what my work is really worth. 
Oh. And God help the curator who blatantly exhibits 
her friends and lovers, clearly a case of too much 
postmodernity. Illustrations of this view abound, 
from the Minneapolis Institute of the Arts which cau-

This article advocates exhibiting your friends as a curatorial practice. At first glance the subject seems 
more suited to an exposé than a reasoned defense. To proper children of objectivity, democracy and the 
French Revolution, a policy of exhibiting friends is nepotism and carries the attendant associations of un-
fair partiality, privilege and corruption sanctioned by something approximating the accident of birth. I don’t 
aim to rescue nepotism, for a child of ODFR myself, I also believe in Merit and object to the (now minimally 
reformed) House of Lords and the (very unchecked) career of George W.Bush. Rather I want to pull friend-
ship from underneath nepotism and argue for its contribution to the making and reception of artworks.

Love’s Labour’s Lost: Friendship as a Curatorial Practice

In the world of art 
(and maybe journalism) 
friendship often equals nepotism. 
Some people actually believe 
that art should somehow convey 
notions of Truth, and because of 
this it’s unethical to produce or 
curate shows that include friends 
or loved ones. More so in the 
public (institution) than in the 
private (gallery) sphere of art. It’s 
all about losing control, with our 
without friendly support. 



It is interesting to note how many directors of commercial 
galleries unproblematically 
exhibit husbands, wives and lovers 
(nicely keeping 50% commissions in the family)

I make suggestions and observations, well able to contribute to a 
topic that has occupied my thoughts for years, only to discover I am 
excluded from the exhibition because I am his lover.  
Say WHAT!?!

tions artists against ‘using friendship as a reason for 
defining an exhibition group’,6 to Olu Oguibe’s recent 
argument for Clement Greenberg’s notion of the 
‘good eye’ as a requisite for exhibition organizers.7 
I felt it personally demonstrated during a job inter-
view with the Dallas Museum of Art. The interview 
took a decided turn for the worst when I responded 
to a question about judging artworks by discussing 
my attraction to objects that resonate with my own 
sensibility. It was here, in retrospect, that I think I 
was expected to list components in the manner of 
the causes of the Second World War.
 
To which all I can say is that, driven almost batty 
by forcefully delivered and entirely contradictory 
judgments offered many times a week for some 
years, I can only conclude that some people will al-
ways like some things and other people will always 
like other things. It is quite impossible to please 
everybody; and the objectively A+ artwork, agreed 
on even within the art world, does not exist. In the 
place of absolute victory measured by a stopwatch, 
I feel art has room for most people to like some 
of it and it is not unusual for these groups to form 
around a similarity of sensibility. Friendship seems 
to accompany shared sensibilities making it pretty 
likely for lovers who are artists to genuinely like 
the work of their partners, for friendship between 
artists incorporates true pleasure in each other’s 
work, and friendship follows from the enjoyment of 
an artist’s work. So on this basis, I consider friend-
ship a valid means for creating, for want of a better 
word, ‘natural’ groupings of artists and coherent 
exhibitions.
 
One of the reasons I feel this view is so difficult 
to swallow lies in the continuing presence of the 
dichotomy of public and private life. For however 
over-critiqued it maybe, it is the line between pri-

vate and public which seems to convert friendship 
into nepotism and fraternity into favoritism: bed-
ding people should occur in private for in public it 
is a metaphor for corruption.8 It is interesting to 
note how many directors of commercial galleries 
unproblematically exhibit husbands, wives and lov-
ers (nicely keeping 50% commissions in the fam-
ily), yet when the situation occurs in public spaces 
it is placed under a microscope. In the commercial 
– read private – art world, the attendant referents 
of intimacy, subjectivity and emotion are accepted. 
It seems even denoted by the company names of 
these spaces in their standard reiteration of the 
name of the owner of the gallery. Here we expect 
personal taste. If the individuals/spaces Mary 
Boone, Andrew Kreps or Roslyn Oxley, aren’t into 
our things we go away and try someone else. By 
contrast, public spaces with generic titles like The 
National Museum are held to the requirements of 
the public realm and supposed to be locales of dis-
connection, rational discourse, and objective judg-
ment. But, being a strong believer in the absence 
of this in art, I really think the only thing to do is 
abandon these expectations and trust instead the 
capacity for systems of changing directors to en-
sure that our museums and public spaces support 
a variety of artworks that span many personal pref-
erences.
 
Furthermore, by placing myself on the side of sub-
jective judgment where maybe mummy loves little 
johnnie because he is a super child when viewed 
from certain directions, a curatorial practice that 
openly advocates the subjective can also incorpo-
rate a relocation of power back to the artist. With 
recourse to more staid feminist theory… it is note-
worthy how comfortably the positions of the cura-
tor and the artist fit the categories of mental and 
manual labour, and so construct the artist as a site 

of subjectivity, intuition, and sadly, stupidity. The 
number of MFA graduates working in construction 
compared with art history MAs in museum jobs 
makes this depressingly clear.9 In the case of the 
Biennale, I was interested how frequently its com-
mentators relayed that Richard Grayson is an artist 
and that this was the first occasion when an artist 
was chosen as the curator.10 That this was a talk-
ing point was strange - Grayson has twenty years 
of art practice and exhibition management behind 
him – it wasn’t as if the board appointed a farm-
hand or microbiologist. Letting conspiracy theories 
take me away, perhaps it was Grayson’s identity as 
an artist that opened the door for criticism of his 
choice to include Suzanne Treister. As an artist he 
was always already expected to lack the impartial-
ity and objective distance prized in the curator.11

 
Luckily for me I guess, even if the position of the 
artist wasn’t circumscribed by subjectivity, intui-
tion, and emotion, I would want it to be. I suppose 
I believe everyone is in this position anyway even if 
they don’t admit it, but regardless, taking these on 
board as a positive seems to open the way for friend-
ship and by so doing contributes, in the manner of 
artist-run spaces and self-initiated projects, to rein-
stating culture as something tied to the people that 
make and experience it rather than an exercise of 
control from on high. 
 



Few bands have taken their 
fashion strategy to the same 
extremes as The White Stripes. 
Since the very beginning, 
Jack and Meg White have stuck to 
red, black and white. 
Francesca Granata and Jay 
Ruttenberg explain why. 
(And please excuse us for 
reproducing the Stripes without 
the red.) 

So minimal control, subjective judgment, and the 
selection of artists according to personal associa-
tion have provided the framework for a number of 
curatorial projects organized by myself and an art-
ist who is also a dear friend, Elvis Richardson. It is 
also the basis of an exhibition I am excited to do, 
but doubt its ability to manifest. This is an exhibi-
tion of work by my lovers who are artists titled Most 
of the Artists that I’ve Slept With. The ‘most’ exon-
erates me from including people whose work I do 
not like (we all change our minds) and allows me to 
retain a small amount of mystery. Hats off to Tracey 
Emin for her capacity to let this go… 
 
I have always enjoyed Tracey Emin’s work and the 
moments of similarity with my own concerns. But 
when she writes the names of all her lovers on the 
inside of a tent, and this is one of her artworks Eve-
ryone I Have Ever Slept With 1963-1995, she makes 
a powerful disclosure but is also rather unkind to all 
the people who have their names displayed. Their 
knickers are also round their ankles but unlike 
Ms. Emin, they receive no professional advantage. 
To curate a show of people I have slept with gives 
these artists career opportunities denied to Tracey 
Emin’s lovers because these people, (however good 
you are Darling), have not reached the heights of 
Matthew Barney. A show in Chelsea, I would think, 
is not to be poo poo-ed. However, there are difficul-
ties that are likely to prevent its realization. Many 
people don’t like to be reminded of the passing of 
virgin brides, and there is the inevitable rivalry be-
tween one lover and the previous. Never mind rela-
tionships that are now utterly dysfunctional. Those 
I have mentioned it to, are not into it at all. Even if 

you can put in anything you want? And it can be as 
big as you want? And even if it is at a really good 
space? In New York? Still, all negative responses, 
although some promise to reconsider.
 
So while the jury is out on that little project, I’ll fin-
ish by recalling Paul Corcoran’s distinction, and 
choose any day, the mutual investment and soli-
darity of friendship, with all its potential for disas-
ter, for my art practice and curatorial work. For, as 
Elvis Richardson said to me some years ago, what 
is the point of any of this anyway if you don’t have 
friends to share it with?

1 ‘The exhibition concentrates on projects and approaches that are 

fantastic, partial, various, suggestive … My long held fascination 

with these concerns has been significantly expanded through the 

seven years I had spent following the evolution of the work No 

Other Symptoms – Time Traveling with Rosalind Brodsky by my 

partner Suzanne Treister.’

Richard Grayson, “Grasshopper Worlds”, catalogue essay, (The 

World May Be) Fantastic, 2002 Biennale of Sydney, p. 11.
2 P. Corcoran “Liaisons dangereuses: Friends, Enemies & Others”, 

unpublished paper, University of Adelaide, April 2003.
3 To be distinguished from the categorization of the Other known to 

feminist, post-colonial and Orientalist critique.
4 Corcoran,  pp. 9-10.
5 Corcoran, p. 9.
6 ‘Artists are cautioned against using friendship as a reason for 

defining an exhibition group.’ http://www.artsmia.org/collection/

maep_how.cfm
7 ‘… one requisite of curating is that the curator should have what 

Clement Greenberg would call a “good eye”. … Obviously, not 

everyone has a good eye, be they curator or artist. In fact, most 

artists working today do not even possess the eye to tell when 

their own work is successful, let alone determine successful works 

made by others.’

Olu Oguibe, online commentary for ‘The Next Documenta Should 

Be Curated By An Artist’, Flash Art International, June 15 2003. 

http://www.e-flux.com/projects/next_doc/index.html
8 Corcoran, p. 3.
9 Practical art education is a soft option from high school through 

graduate school.  I went to art school shortly following the ‘Dawkins 

Reforms’ which abracadabra-ed the Australian higher education 

portfolio to create a large number of ‘new’ universities.  What 

this actually entailed was the amalgamation of technical colleges 

and their re-labeling as universities, subsequently converting 

certificate and diploma courses into degree courses.  The current 

conservative government in Australia is working to reverse this, 

but at this point, students of manual labour, from nursing to fine 

art, continue to receive university degrees for their efforts.  So far 

prejudice has not surprisingly outlived nomenclature. A Masters in 

Fine Art degree is peanuts beside that of almost every other field.  

This is not an Australian peculiarity.  I left my MFA at Columbia with 

the mistaken belief that with this degree, combined with experi-

ence exhibiting, writing and curating, I had equivalent knowledge 

to an art history MA and could enter museum and curatorial work. 

Following the endless train of rejection letters and watching fellow 

MFAs work in construction, carpentry and Barnes and Nobles, the 

relationship between practical knowledge and book learning was 

made pretty clear.
10 A similar situation can be seen in the excitement whipped up by 

Flash Art over the issue of having an artist curate the next Docu-

menta. http://www.e-flux.com/projects/next_doc/index.html
11 The belief in the artist’s lack comes through in the instructions 

for exhibition proposals on the website for the non-profit exhibi-

tion space, Apex Art, in New York.  The single instruction that is 

stressed with bold typeface reads: ‘Please note that we do not 

accept proposals for one person shows from artists or curators 

and discourage artists acting as curators from including their 

own work’.  Besides the assertion of pretense in the words ‘acting 

as’, the subtext of this instruction implies the limited vision of the 

artist, someone too focused on his or her own production to be able 

to see beyond it.

Sally-Ann Rowland

To curate a show of people I have slept with gives these artists career 
opportunities denied to Tracey Emin’s lovers 
because these people, (however good you are Darling), 
have not reached the heights of Matthew Barney.

>



White Stripes: 

There’s an early press photo of the White Stripes, sullenly posing in a room 
so bare that the only decorations adorning the walls are black shadows of 
the two musicians and a small white electrical outlet. The photograph is 
undated, but it’s old enough so that in the bottom corner, following a bold-
print proclamation of the band’s name, is a smaller type face that explains, 
“FOR BOOKiNG CaLL: JaCK WHiTe.” This is followed by the incipient star’s 
telephone number and street address.
 

Eye on Fashion
What’s most remarkable about the picture, however, 
is the meticulousness of the two musicians’ ward-
robes, which already were confined to the colors 
red, white and black. Aside from the guitar dotting 
his waist, Jack White is covered head-to-ankle in his 
bleached namesake color; his wife-cum-sister Meg, 
for her part, wears a white sleeveless shirt, short 
red skirt and, inevitably, red toenail polish. Few rock 
bands begin with a musical agenda as strict as that 
of the White Stripes, who from their very inception 
tackled the blues-steeped primitivism that they play 
today. Even rarer, though, is an act able to realize an 
entire fashion strategy at such a formative stage—
and abide by it long after going platinum. 

Some view the two-piece’s militant devotion to their 
band uniform as a marketing gimmick. But like any 
pop musician’s clothing pattern—be it the showy 
furs of P. Diddy or the black leather of the Whites’ 
aesthetic forefathers, the Ramones—the White 
Stripes’ styling aptly complements their art. Their 
songs are steeped in minimalism and child-like sim-
plicity, and their attire works with similar themes, 
finding an unusual splendor through limitation. 
“It would be great for a painter to only use three 
colors,” Jack White told Time Out New York in 2003. 
“Before we started touring, I did a lot of sculpture, 
and I always used only three colors. It’s really im-
portant to limit yourself when you’re creating, and in 

the band we’ve always boxed ourselves in around the 
number three. Red, white and black is aesthetically 
in that box, and it includes all the different compo-
nents of our music.” (It should also be noted that Mr. 
White showed up for that particular interview, which 
was conducted by an author of this piece, dressed 
entirely in red.)

As with so many pop acts, the Detroit band’s press 
photos can be just as revealing and artful as their 
music. In one, the two casually loiter outside of a 
hotel, underdressed for the season in red—a loose, 
sleeveless dress for drummer Meg, loud slacks and 
T-shirt for Jack—their black shoes buried in clean 

white snow. In another, they stand beneath two red 
umbrellas, Meg’s bleached jeans and sweater be-
trayed only by blood red wristbands. (Jack gets the 
opposite color treatment.) Both photographs were 
taken by Patrick Pantano, a drummer in a fellow De-
troit garage band, the Dirtbombs, and his presence 
behind the lens underscores the White Stripe’s do-
it-yourself roots. In a bloated pop climate abounding 
with teams of decision-makers and musical bureau-
crats, the duo has conceived one of the decade’s 
most memorable imprints with neither high-paid 
stylist nor posse. Even as they ascended the charts, 
the two retained their old recipe: When it came time 
to record a follow-up to their break-through album, 



White Blood Cells, they knocked out an LP, Elephant, 
in just ten days and on vintage equipment. Similarly, 
the cover shot for the album—depicting Jack in a red 
imitation-Nudie suit and Meg in the flowing white 
dress of a Nashville starlet—was styled by the band 
along with ____, a Detroit pal and fellow musician. 
The Elephant shots could become the most iconic 
images of the group—though the twosome probably 
looked its finest at an earlier appearance on an MTV 
awards program, festooned in top hats, goth-white 
skin and dandy band reds. 

That self-styled outfit represents the flamboyant 

extreme of Jack White’s self-built box. Four albums, 
infinite photo shoots and endless red T-shirts later, 
his band’s endearing image remains the same 
as it did in that early photograph, with his corny 
bleached jeans and home telephone number. People 
talk about the White Stripes leading a revolution 
returning rock music to its bare roots—this seems 
overblown. Like so many pop movements, theirs 
might just be represented best in the teenie bopper 
magazine: specifically an issue of Teen Vogue, giving 
young girls tips on how to dress like their favorite 
pop stars. Beyoncé Knowles is there, with $290 
Chanel sunglasses and a $395 Rafe metallic “hobo” 

bag. The ubiquitous Gwen Stefani makes an appear-
ance, along with her own line of LeSportsac purse 
and showy Miss Sixty sandals. 

And Meg White appears, “stylish songbird” number 
2, wearing white jeans, a black T-shirt and a casual 
red jacket. After all, looking like Meg is as easy as 
red, white and black.

by Francesca Granata and Jay Ruttenberg

Jack White told Time Out New York in 2003. 



i know of few artists who take on the idea of the 
“image” from so many different positions as Xavier 
Veilhan, takes that often leaves the image in a state of 
ambiguity. Not even the word “image” remains stable. 
Not only does Veilhan put the image as such in a com-
plex position, he also plays with the “image” of the 
image, whether this concerns painting, photo, film or 
works in three dimensions. a simple way of putting it 
would be to say that Veilhan works with the recogniz-
able, but with a slight distortion that leaves the well 
known unstable. His paintings often find a position 
between photo-realism and extreme flatness, like 
a merge between Chuck Close and edouard Manet. 
Veilhan continues this “in-between” relationship in 
his photographic and computer-generated images, 
almost always printed to recall painting. 

Veilhan’s sculptures of policemen, various animals, 
motorcycles or the French Republican guard plays on 
the same kind of uncertainty. In this they resemble 
the art of American Charles Ray, and like Ray, when 
Veilhan uses more formal shapes they are trans-
formed into the (slightly) unexpected. Veilhan isn’t 
building on shock; uncanny and even funny are words 
that are more to the point. Speaking of naming things, 
when Veilhan talks about his more naturalistic sculp-
tures he doesn’t use the usual “object”, but “statue,” 
a noun that insists on a more political reading of the 

works. However, not every work is obviously politi-
cal; among the sculptures we also find such differ-
ent things as an over-sized sculpture of a skeleton 
made in wickerwork and a bright-red monochrome 
rhino. The skeleton is also an example of how Veilhan 
works with contradicting the form with the content. 
Skeletons aren’t made of wickerwork; in fact wicker 
works connote something nice and cosy that the skel-
eton can be only to a bunch of heavy-metal fans. A 
bunch that probably would strongly oppose the idea 
of a skeleton in wickerwork anyway. 

The same kind of contrast is at work in the machines 
Veilhan has constructed, where high-tech meets low-
tech in various formations. The most beautiful exam-
ple is also the most recent: Veilhan had stored short 
video clips on small memory chips that were projected 
on a screen consisting of a thousand or so light bulbs, 
creating a warm flickering that is reminiscent of old 
photographs or even etchings.

The contradiction is a productive force in the art of 
Xavier Veilhan, something that has been acknowl-
edged already by, for instance, Dan Cameron. In a 
catalogue for an exhibition at Magasin in Grenoble 
a few years ago, Cameron describes, very much to 
the point, how Veilhan “succeeds in challenging us to 
maintain two entirely contradictory points of view in 

mind at the same time.”1  In the very same Catalogue, 
Liam Gillick notes how the Veilhan works exposes 
“the progressive sequence of psychological screen-
ing that is erected in front of us” and concludes that 
Veilhan is “…a master of the unwitting exposure of 
our attraction to and simultaneous repulsion from 
the key-makers of our constructed world.” 2

The “productive” contradiction in Veilhan’s art, then, 
takes place in the images. In other words, for all the 
thoughtful ideas, Veilhan remains a visual artist, but 
not a visual artist who is naïve about the powers of 
image. On the contrary, Veilhan scrutinizes the im-
ages, but with visual means. In fact, the art of Veilhan 
is comprised of a continuous examination and ques-
tioning of various visual strategies; perhaps it would 
be most fitting to call him a conceptual visual artist. 
Fitting as this description might be, it is yet only based 
on the status of the image in Veilhan’s art. But there 
remains a lot to be said about the way the individual art 
works relate to each other. In the art of Xavier Veilhan, 
each work has a potential relationship to any other 
work, with which it is able to form a new constellation. 
This is an important aspect of the art of Xavier Veilhan, 
that isn’t dealt with to any larger extent. And since it is 
a question of transforming meaning by merging ele-
ments, this is the obvious topic for this essay.

connecting things.
xavier veilhan

Talking about the new is just so 
last Friday. On the other hand, 
by saying the same we always 
create something new. In the art 
of Xavier Veilhan this becomes 
very clear. In his work he is using 
all kinds of different strategies and 
different materials, connecting 
and re-connecting things and 
contexts.  Instead of thinking that 
changing something means doing 
the opposite, which simply means 
reversing the image in the mirror 
and continuing to do the same, 
the work of Veilhan is all about 
changing the way things change. 
Or as Nike put it in a recent ad: 
“On our way to innovation we 
passed something beautiful.” 
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from a mutual heritage that simply offers all pieces 
for the puzzle we ordinary call a “creative act”. No-
body produces new stories: everybody but interprets 
what was already always there. Such post-structural 
trains of thoughts might not only serve as interesting 
points, but are also important reminders and rem-
edies against the cult of the genius. However, as they 
tend to be the most common arguments against just 

about everything, they are often no less shallow than 
the idea that every artist is a maker of worlds. 

Something happened already in Veilhan’s first shows 
at Facsimile in Milan in the early 90s. Here, Veil-
han exhibited paintings of animals on the walls and 
sculptures of animals without “skin” on the floor. The 
paintings related of course to each other and to the 

tradition of realistic painting, but they also stood in 
close relationship to the sculptures. This relationship 
was not about painting and sculpture being different 
aspects of the same thing (whichever animal was 
represented), it was more a question of what kind 
of relationship existed between the actual painting 
and the actual sculpture exhibited. As paintings only 
depict what is on the surface, the sculpture depicted 

It is quite surprising that one can talk of the art of Veilhan when one considers the variation of themes, forms, ex-
pressions, medias and contents. One can, of course, divide and group the artworks into different areas. However, 
these areas or fields will keep together only momentary, since in the art of Xavier Veilhan, any area can potentially 
form an alliance with any other area. Veilhan continuously connects his older art works with newer ones in ways that 
actually brings them all together. If anything, Veilhan is a connecting artist. 

Veilhan connects in several different ways. One of the most complicated ways follows form, usually quite simple forms. 
The monochrome circle is emblematic. I think that there has been a monochromatic circle in most of Veilhans shows. It 
can be black; in fact it can be a record with cut-out silhouettes in it as in a show at Jennifer Flay, in 1994. It can be white 
and large and rotate on the floor, as in Spinning Machines (1995), it can be green and form the top of furniture, as in Le 
Studio (1993). It can also be enormous and for the landing platform for a helicopter, as in Graz in Austria 1997 or in Villa 
Medici in Rome 1998 or it can be used in several different ways as in the recent film Drumball. The interesting thing is of 
course not the occurrence of circle per se, the interesting thing is that it occurs in so many contexts. 

Now, the re-occurrence of a circle in many different contexts might just be coincidental. But the same kind of “re-
use” (or de-use) is visible in more “limited” visual forms, for instance the silhouettes of Paris monuments of 1993 
reoccurred in quite a few exhibitions. But there are also more striking examples of how Veilhan lets a work of art 
play a new role in a new constellation. In a show in Gothenburg, Sweden, last year Veilhan showed a full-scale rhino 
“originally” made for Sandra Gering Gallery and shown in Yves-Saint Laurents shop in NYC in 1999, in a forest made 
out of felt, “originally” shown in Geneva 1998 and without inhabitants. Here, the two old artworks formed a new work 
of art. In Veilhans world, a piece of art is never stabile, is never finished, as the new constellations tend to transform 
the artworks from exhibition to exhibition. A form that can have many different meanings is seldom restricted to one of 
them, on the contrary, it is very much allowed to have as many meanings as possible open for interpretation.

But what does this mean? What, if any, is it that allows Veilhan to “connect things” the way he does, and what is it 
that allows us to talk about his “art” as if it was a coherent thing? As Xavier Veilhan pointed out in a conversation 
from 1997, there is no formal unity among his art works.3  This is something that Véronique D’Auzac de Lamaritane em-
phasized in her article on Veilhan’s art in Parkett: “His (Veilhan’s) trajectory springs not from a temporal progression of 
forms, nor from a stylistic evolution subject to linear causality.” D’Auzac de Lamaritane concludes this reasoning with 
“…all attempts to categorizing his work will necessary fail.”4  Granted, if categorizing equals style or the alike.

D’Auzac de Lamaritane is of course inter-
ested of another aspect of Veilhans art-
works. Her article deals more with how 
the artworks leave the beholder in a posi-
tion between belief and doubt, and it is an 
analysis with great merits. This does mean, 
however, that the way Veilhan constantly 
transforms the meaning in each artwork 
by bringing different works together in 
new constellations is left out. In the fol-
lowing I will try to suggest a few ways of 
understanding this aspect a bit more thor-
oughly. I will take off from the reasoning 
of philosopher Nelson Goodman and his 
understanding of “world-making,” and de-
tour through Ferdinand de Saussure’s dis-
tinction between “language” and “parole,” 
ending up in both some old as well as quite 
recent new media theories. 

The art of world making
In a superficial use of the notion, every 
artist is a world maker, since he or she is 
creating some kind of reality that wasn’t 
there before. One might think of novelist 
in general and in authors of fairy-tales in 
particular. In another way of thinking, no-
one is a world-maker since we all draw 
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worlds, then, we are directed to the world we already live 
in, otherwise they wouldn’t make any sense at all. Good-
man writes: “Worldmaking always starts from worlds 
already on hand; the making is a remaking.” But he also 
concludes that his main interest is not about the world-
making as such, but about how the various worlds relate 
to each other: “Actually, I am more concerned with certain 
relationships among the worlds than how or whether par-
ticular worlds are made from others.”7

There are many aspects of Goodman’s writing that re-
minds of how Ernst Gombrich, in books like Art and Il-
lusion from the early sixties argue about how visual 
signs communicate.8  Although Gombrich’s works have 
been admired by scholars ever since, he has also been 
criticized for explaining the development of the visual 
signs we call art with references to the art world, as if 
the history of art had more to do with other art than with 
anything else in the world. In Vision and Painting, Norman 
Bryson points out that much more of the changes within 
the field of art and visual communication have to do with 
changes on a broader cultural, social and political field.9 
Would the same kind of critique also apply to Goodman? 
That would need a closer examination on what Goodman 
means when he claims that building worlds always is 

cannot be said to investigate the same field. This also holds true for other artists for whom the notion 
“world” might adequately describe what is essential to their corpus, like, for instance, Swedish artist Hen-
rik Håkansson. Håkansson too forms a world with his artworks, in fact, the only way his different means, 
may it be a record player or some strange insect of sorts, consists of a coherent whole is by being part of 
the same kind of world. 

Nelson Goodman
In his books Ways of Worldmaking (1978) and the classic Languages of Art (1976), philosopher Nelson Goodman 
has tried to outline the ways artistic and visual language function. Although these thoughts might have little 
to do with Veilhan directly, there are some aspects I find interesting for understanding how Veilhan “connects 
things”. Goodman does indeed give certain keys to understanding how art communicates by focusing on 
how the “worlds” created depend upon other “worlds” already known. In the introduction to Languages 
of Art Goodman writes that his main objective is to develop a general theory of symbols, which, of course, 
turns out to have to deal with the system symbols function in. That is, what a symbol signifies depends 
not only on the symbol and the symbols relationship to what it represent, it also depends on said symbols 
relationship to other symbols in the same system. This is perhaps most visible in how Goodman describes 
what “realism” is. How correct a picture is, argues Goodman, depends on the how we read the picture ac-
cording to it’s system:  “But how literal or realistic the picture is depends upon how standard the system 
is.” Thus: “…realism is a matter of habit.”6

The idea of a system is of course of importance in Ways of Worldmaking too. In fact, the system and the 
world are inseparable, and one might argue that they at times are the very same thing. That is, we live in 
a world containing systems of symbols, and the meaning of a certain symbol depends on the system it be-
longs to. The world is thus not only (maybe not at all) the things that surround us, because the world cannot 
be separated from the systems that make that same world understandable. When we are to make “new” 

what was seen beneath the surface. To put it somewhat differently, the “content” of the painting 
was standing on the floor, which might be described as a comment on the classic “form-content” 
issue. Be that as it may, what happened was that a certain relationship became established between 
the painting and the sculpture, where one might say that the one was incomplete without the other. 
When recalling these early shows, Veilhan relates them “… to a desire to draw up a basic vocabulary: 
a lexicon or a common language which would form the basis of a sort of consensus language.”5

There are two obviously different kinds of significations going on here. As symbols, the painting 
of the horse and the sculpture of the horse both point to the idea of the “horse”. As painting and 
sculpture, they refer to their respective traditions. But they also refer to each other to such extent 
that it might be difficult to see them as different works, rather than two sides of the same work. 
Not only as solitary works that obtain part of their “meaning” in relation to a whole, but as pieces 
of the very same work. Yet not even this interpretation is self-evident. Not every painting had its 
counterpart in a sculpture. In fact, there were none apart from their contextual placing, there 
were nothing that said that the sculptures and the paintings belonged. And context does change. 
As a matter of fact, after the show at Facsimile, the sculptures and the paintings where exhibited 
separately and in different contexts. This, however, has turned out to be significant for how Veilhan 
works. Items, artworks, can function in one context, a context that largely defines the artworks’ 
“meaning”. Later on, the same work pops up in another context, new relationships are estab-
lished, and new meanings are developed. Contextual reframings of the artworks are very much 
at the core of how Veilhan works with developing meaning, where each exhibition depends on old 
meanings to establish new ones, that in the long run retroactively alter the old meanings. . . . 

An artist like Rene’ Magritte might qualify as a world-maker. In his art, there are certain forms that 
repeatedly reoccur in various and different situations, which make the meaning of each element 

change with the context. In fact, the meaning the beholder expe-
riences in front of a Magritte depends to a large extent on how 
well acquainted he or she is with the other works of Magritte. 
Having seen a few, one tends to recognize the elements in a way 
where the “meaning” of one painting spills over to the next. 

In the art of Veilhan, to create a “world” is not to create items 
that establish a mutual context by having something visually rec-
ognizable (like form, technique or “manner”) in common. To be 
a world maker is more than producing art that will allow an audi-
ence to recognize them as “Veilhan’s” in the same way you might 
recognize a Caravaggio, a Picasso or a Renee Magritte. That would 
mean that the world is revolving around likeness, and to opt for 
such an explanation for Veilhan’s works will, as D’Auzac de Lamar-
itane had it, necessarily fail. Style might be used as a means, as 
ways of creating bodies in a world. But there are also a lot of other 
world-making means available that have little, or nothing, to do 
with style, something that is emphasized by the fact that Veilhan 
makes use of so many different materials, resources and expres-
sions. Indeed, the variety of means might qualify as one of the rea-
sons why the works of Veilhan form a coherent “world” that has 
little to do with the idea of “style”. 

But it is also important that that the world doesn’t form a coher-
ent whole on a solely conceptual level, i.e., the parts of the world 
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way the individual makes use of them. Nobody, says 
Saussure, has access to the entire language; whitch 
makes it stale and difficult to change. On the other 
hand, slang develops and there are continually new 
words inserted from other communities, effects that 
in the long run change the language anyway. 

When it comes to Veilhan’s art, Saussure’s system 
might turn out to bee too hierarchic: although the sys-
tem (la langue) is influenced by all the versions of the 
individual speech acts (la parole), it remains its source 
and provides guidelines for what is possible and out-
side the system. While this might help to explain how 
a certain exhibition forms meaning, it provides less for 
our understanding of the rather rapid influence this 
exhibition has on the “world”. Or perhaps one should 
say, “worlds,” not because there is a demarcation line 
between different fields in Veilhan’s art, but because 
they convey their meaning by allowing each beholder 
to form his or her idea of that very world.

This might call for some clarification. Again; when 
an already existing artwork is picked from the larger 
whole (Veilhan’s “world”) to be put in a new context, it 
will both bring some of the “original” meaning with it, 
as well as gain new meaning in the new context. When 
the same image is brought to yet a new context, the 
two aforementioned “meanings” will be brought to 
the new context, and be given new meaning again. But 
there exists no real “rules” because it doesn’t matter 
which situation comes first. If you see the Rhino in the 

felt forest first, that will affect your understanding of 
the previous time it was shown (if you ever find out 
about it) and not the other way around. There is no first 
“time” that decides the original meaning, the original 
meaning is rather different for each person. This is 
quite similar to what computer theorist Ted Nelson 
called grand hypertext as early as in 1974. 
Hypertext is of course a somewhat worn-out phrase 
and is as all ex-buzzwords a bit tedious, difficult to 
use for anyone who wishes to be up-to-date. Nelson 
coined it already in the sixties, and I do think there are 
aspects of his description from Computer Lib/Dream 
Machines (1974) that still are useful for the perspective 
of this article. The idea of the grand hypertext summa-
rizes both how the beholder can choose his/her own 
path through the world of Veilhan, as well as give a hint 
about how Veilhan works with that world as a material, 
as from a intra-connected database. Nelson of course 
writes about a future computer, the dream computer 
that will allow editors to connect material enabling us-
ers to interact with it in ways of their own choosing. 
Or as Nelson has it: “…in all the directions you wish 
to pursue” something that will allow for any possible 
pathway through, even for “People who have to have 
one thing explained to them at the time…” 13

Computers might very well be much like what Nelson 
hoped for, it’s just that software, users and “editors”, 
as Nelson asked for, haven’t fully understood the po-
tential yet. Or was the revolution so slow we didn’t 
notice? Are we perhaps looking in the wrong places 

when we are limiting our vision to computer applica-
tions? The way Xavier Veilhan connects various ele-
ments in his art might suggest that the “world” I have 
described could be understood as a database, where 
the “data” are allowed to transform and connect in 
all directions possible. Let’s again consider the circle, 
which earlier was noted as a “form” or “item” visible 
in many of Veilhan’s artworks and exhibitions. It may 
not be a major feature, but it reoccurs often enough to 
be “saturated” with meaning. In the film Drumball the 
circle is used in at least four different ways, ways that 
continually transform and alter the circle’s meaning. 
Or maybe one should say that meaning is transformed 
in that new meaning gets added on top of the old one, 
in a layer-upon-layer fashion that reminds one of the 
standard working process in photoshop. 

In Drumball, the circle occurs for the first time with 
its making, when a woman in a white jacket pours a 
thick black fluid from a jar onto a table, that after a 
while forms a perfect round-shaped pond. Next, it re-
veals it self as a Frisbee that is thrown between two 
men wearing black outfits. The next time we encoun-
ter the black circle, it has grown in size considerably 
and multiplied in number, as several man-sized cir-
cles hang down from the ceiling and form something 
in-between screens and mobiles; and lastly we find the 
same large-shaped circles combined with sticks, used 
as what might be best described as large brooms, by 
the very same men, now riding roller-skates. 

about starting from an already existing one. Does the 
“world at hand” include all the social, cultural and po-
litical aspects, or is it limited to certain stylistic, formal 
characteristics? 

To answer that the “world at hand” is of course the 
world in its entirety, including all aspects, would be 
to say that to study a sign system is to study the dis-
course it is formed within. This is obviously the way 
the art of Veilhan is formed. In a exhibition in 1993 
at the Musée d’art Moderne de Ville Paris, Veilhan 
exhibited slightly undersized sculptures of faceless 
policemen, seemingly patrolling a room that dis-
played photographs of the artist himself, playing a 
policeman doing silly things. Here law and order was 
taken down, made less a threat, something making 
the show comment upon contemporary issues, as 
there recently had been several cases of severe po-
lice brutality. In another show at the MUHKA (1993) 
he presented large silhouettes of well-known pub-
lic sculptures where the entrance was blocked by a 
sculpture forming a rostrum, followed up by several 
sculptures made for sitting on in the exhibition room. 
Here Veilhan commented on the public sphere, ask-
ing not only about what has been appointed to take 
place there and by whom, but also asking the public 
as such to literally take place. The questions about 
public space have been at core of Veilhans works, 
whether it has shown him “flying” from a crane above 
a round-about, or putting together a Model-T Ford. 
But everything isn’t about the public sphere in Veil-

han’s works; another train in his art is art history, be 
it the clear primary colors of modernism in the instal-
lation Paris at Jennifer Flay in 1991, or the language 
of flat images of Edouard Manet and Diego Velasque 
– trails that blend and merge, of course, as in the 
prints showed at Sandra Gering in 1997.

all together
The “world” of Xavier Veilhan is obviously following 
what Goodman holds at the core for creating a world, 
it comprises of bits and pieces already known from 
the “world at hand”. It is also obvious that the ele-
ments bring some of their original meaning into the 
new environment. But as the recent examples also 
show, the world of Veilhan does not consist of a stylis-
tic or even a conceptual whole. They still form some 
kind of unit. However, not every work of art within this 
world stands in close relation to every other work, 
but they still form a coherent whole by other means 
than merely being products of the same artist. One 
is reminded of the title of the old Dave Brubeck live 
album: We’re all together again (for the first time).

No, pointing to Veilhan as the common denominator 
would not only be too simple, it would also be false. 
It would be false since every time Veilhan combines 
his artworks, he leaves more to the beholder. Because 
“meanings” of the art works tends to multiply by this 
action. One might compare this with how the later Lud-
wig Wittgenstein (during the fifties) conceived about 
“family-“ and “game-“ likeness.10 Not every member 

of a family has a direct relationship with each other, 
not all the games can be explained by the same basic 
rules. Yet they still form families and games. 

To Veilhan, then, the artworks gain their meaning 
trough a complex relation between external refer-
ents, such as politics or art history; and the internal 
referents which are, among other things, the art of 
Veilhan. To study the signs as a part of a larger dis-
course, as Veilhan seems to do, could be to say that 
to study signs is an aspect of sociology. Or, as Swiss 
linguist Ferdinand de Saussure put it at the beginning 
of the 20th century it would be: to study the social 
play of the signs.11 Goodman makes no references 
to Saussure, which is a bit peculiar, as Saussure’s 
“semiotics” contain many aspects for understand-
ing all kinds of signs and not only linguistic ones.12 In 
fact, Saussure understood linguistics as a branch of 
a wider science that would include all kind of signs, a 
science he named “semiology”. 

Saussure might be interesting from our point of view, 
since he offers a two-folded model for how a lan-
guage works, one that might supplement Goodman’s 
description of how to form a world. While Goodman 
might help to explain how a world is formed (and Witt-
genstein how it is kept together), Saussure might help 
to explain how exhibitions are formed, based on what 
exists in an aforementioned world. Saussure thinks of 
language as something that consists of two parts: a 
system with rules like spelling and grammar; and the 
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One could say that Veilhan works with many different forms of collage, sometimes 
bringing different items together in a new work of art. Sometimes they connect 
in a more associative fashion, in a way that could again bring the surrealism of 
Magritte to mind. But that is too limiting. It would be to focus on what Veilhan 
connects and combines, and to forget about how he does it. But since the ele-
ments connect in so many different ways, I’d like to argue that understanding the 
how is essential. One could say that it is the how that allows all the combinations 
that comprise the world of Veilhan. The way Veilhan connects elements from his 
world could be reflected in how media theorist Lev Manovich differentiates between 
“narrative” and “database”. The traditional film, writes Manovich has supported 
the “narrative” with its clear beginning and end and its dramatic construction. The 
database, however, promotes another way of thinking, where bits and pieces are 
allowed to connect in all possible ways. A little like the old avant-garde used the 
collage, says Manovich, who concludes by arguing that the avant-garde has now 
turned into every-day practice. In fact, it has turned into software. 

Manovich also suggests, perhaps more importantly, that the every-day practice of 
the collage and the use of the database is likely to mean more profound changes 
in terms of how we actually think. The widespread use of computers might just 
change the way we are likely to think about how to connect things. Or maybe it is 
the other way around, the fact that artists like Xavier Veilhan have prepared us for 
the logic of the database, and thus, for the computer age. In any case, it is in this 
world that the world-making of Veilhan makes sense. As Manovich argues; since 
the world lacks a constructing force, might it be religion or science, it appears as 
an endless and unstructured collection of data, and it is only appropriate that we 
model it as a data base. He concludes with what might serve as a description for 
Veilhan’s practice: “But it is also appropriate that we want to develop a poetics, 
aesthetics, and ethics of this database.”14

It is probably a coincidence that Veilhan started to build his world in the exhibition 
where he showed paintings of animals together with sculptures of animals “with-
out” skin. As time would reveal, it wasn’t the separation between “form” and “body” 
that turned out to be crucial. It was all the possible connections. 
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